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Abstract 

This study examines economic and biological aspects of 

the Ne~~oundland cod fisheries in an attempt to explain why this 

industry, particularly the inshore sector, Is continually in 

economic straits. 

The study can be divided into two segments, the first 

setting the groundwork for the analysis contained in the second 

part. To provide a groundwork, the first segment deals with the 

biological aspects of the cod stocks, the economic theory of a 

sea fishery, and the record of government attention to the 

Newfoundland cod fisheries. 

Several distinct stocks of cod are found to exist 

around the Newfoundland coast, however, all of these do not 

approach close enough to shore to be available to the inshore 

cod fishermen. Even more significant is the fact that the stocks 
·.: 

) which do migrate within range of inshore gears are also fished 
... : 

on the offshore grounds before and after their inshore movement. 

This multiple fishing of these stocks Is deemed to create an 

externality for the inshore cod fishery. Certain other 

behaviourlal characteristics of the cod have been said to have 

special implications for the inshore fishery. These include the 

tendency for cod to remain in cold water, avoid excessive light, 

and become sluggish if well fed. 

The economic theory of a sea fishery, as developed by 

several authors, is reviewed to provide guidelines for later 

analysis. The significant point of this theory is that sea 
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fisheries tend to become overexploited because no one operator 

can appropriate the rent from the resource. Consequently, 

fishing effort is pushed beyond the economic optimum point and 

returns to factors engaged are depressed. This course of action 

may push the fishery even beyond the point of the biological 

optimum which has been the usual goal of fishery administrators 

·;, · in the past. This tendency will be the focal point of the inshore 

fishery analysis. 

The review of government attention to the fishery 
.: .. 

centres on two aspects: regulation and assistance. Most of the 

regulations are found to affect the inshore cod trap fishery. 

However, in toto, these rules are directed mainly to achieving 

orderly fishing or protecting operators of a certain type of 

gear rather than economic fishing levels. The record of 

government assistance has had two phases: pre-Confederation and 
· ' 

post-Confederation. In the first the objective of the programmes 

was to achieve orderly and efficient marketing with little 

attention given to improving productivity at the primary level. 

The second phase was characterized by attempts to improve the 

capital base of the fishery through subsidization of vessels, 

fishing gear and materials. 

The analytical section begins with an examination of 

the inshore cod fishery in the period since 1937. Several trends 

are found to exist over this period. Landed volume has steadily 

declined while value of catch has risen. The number of men 
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employed fell rapidly In the early fifties and showed some upward 

movement thereafter but never reattained former levels. There Is no 

legal restriction on entry to this fishery but exit Is hindered by 

several factors: lack of education. Isolation and general psychology. 

Technology has not yet changed significantly and catching apparatus 

lack the element of pursuit characteristic of more mobile fishing 

fleets. The major problem Is found to be one of too many men 

chasing fewer and fewer fish but Incurring higher costs as time goes 

on. Government policy has had the unfortunate result of encouraging 

both Improvements In technology and maintaining high numbers of 

fishermen. All these Ills are concurrent with uneconomic offshore 

fishing effort reducing the stocks exploitable Inshore. 

The offshore codflshery Is very different from the Inshore. 

A highly mobile fleet consisting mainly of otter trawlers, fish cod 

only a small percentage of the time. The otter trawler fleet Is 

company-owned and thus tends to fish species that are not available 

In sufficient quantities Inshore. But this fleet must overcome certain 

Inefficiencies If future cod landings are to be economically maintained 

at present levels. These problems are found to centre around low 

catches. high average costs. low average revenue and poor operating 

times. 

It Is finally decided that manpower In the Inshore cod 

fishery must be reduced If that fishery Is to be more economic or 

less uneconomic. The offshore cod fishery will have to supply 



more landings in the future if demand continues at present levels. 

If this is to be done economically, improvements in the operating 

efficiency of the offshore fleet must be made. Recommendations 

for achieving these ends are offered. They centre mainly on 

restricting entry to the inshore fishery and achieving fuller 

utilization of the existing offshore fleet before expanding it. 

~= 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Throughout its existence the Newfoundland cod fishery has not 

lacked government attention and assistance. Various plans have existed 

at one time or another to assist or develop the fishery. However, the 

continual plight of the Industry is ample proof these schemes have not 

-·-== 
eliminated all the causes of Its problems. Some change In the methods 

·~ .. .. 

used to assist or develop the fishery is obviously overdue. This study 
. :n• 

will attempt to explain some of the factors that must be considered if 

future policies are to be more successful than those of the past. While 

the discussion will be confined to the Newfoundland inshore and offshore 

cod fisheries, the conclusions and recommendations are typical of the 
·. ,• : 

problems of most marine fisheries. 
·· .. 

The inshore cod fishery is defined by the Department of Fisheries 

.... . of Canada as including the operations of a ll fishing vessels under 25 

gross tons and all Labrador floater vessels. In effect, this means the 

Inshore fishery consists of operations usually carried on within sight of 

land. The movements and divisions of the cod stocks exploited by this 

fishery are fairly well defined. vie shall, therefore, treat the inshore 

cod fishery as a separate fishery in much the same manner as the models 

.derived by economists such as Gordon and Scott. 
· .·:u 

While the offshore fishery is officially defined as including 

all fishing vessels over 25 gross tons, the smaller offshore craft, 

longliners and draggers, mostly fish on the same grounds as the inshore 

boats, In our discussion of the offshore cod fishery \'Je shall 
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concentrate mainly on the larger offshore craft, the otter trawlers. 

The problems of smaller offshore vessels are not essentially different 

from those of the regular inshore craft. Even though the offshore 

statistics include the smaller draggers and longliners, we shall not 

normally include their operations in our analysis of the offshore 

fishery. 

Because of its importance in terms of total landings, landed 

value and men engaged, our attention will be centred mainly on the 

inshore cod fishery. The men, boats and equipment employed in this 

fishery are used but little in other fishing activities. Cod fishing, 

on the other hand, is only a minor part of the activities of the 

offshore fleet. However, this will become more important in the future, 

and so the offshore cod fishery deserves some consideration also. 

Before explaining the order of our analysis a few words on the 

statistics used will be in order. In most cases the post-1950 data on 

the inshore and offshore cod fisheries are taken as tabulated by the 

Economics Branch of the Department of Fisheries of Canada, St. John's, 

Newfoundland. Other sources such as the Dominion Bureau of Statistics 

or the International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries 

were used as indicated in the various source references. Data on the 

catch and value, men and vessels for the years before 1950 were obtained 

from the Annual Reports of the Newfoundland Fisheries Board or the 

Census Reports for 1935 and 1945. 

-- .. .. -. .. 
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The amount of landings for the years 1937 to 1949 was 

estimated from the salted cod production and fresh and frozen cod 

exports data contained in the Reports of Newfoundland Fisheries Board. 

The landed values for these years were calculated using rough averages 

of prices paid for salted cod and amounts paid to fishermen by freezing 

plants for fresh cod. This was done separately for the inshore and 

offshore cod fishery as landings data were available for deep sea 

vessels by tonnage classes. Vessels under 25 gross tons which were 

/ 
• i 

reported as part of the deep-sea fleet were re-tabulated with the inshore 

fleet. For the years 1945 to 1952 estimated cod catches by otter 

trawlers and draggers were added to the offshore landings. This procedure 

is considered satisfactory because we are more concerned with trends than 

absolute levels of catch and landed value. 

The statistics on boats and fishing gears employed in the inshore 

cod fishery are available in detail only from 1954. While the types and 

numbers of gears used to catch cod are easily definable, this is not true 

of the inshore cod fishing fleet. We, therefore, simply assumed that all 

inshore boats as reported by the Canada Department of Fisheries fish for 

cod for some part of the year. 

The limitations of the data are not serious because our main 

purpose is to present broad descriptions of the problems inherent in the 

structure of the inshore cod fishery. The offshore cod fishery is not as 

homogenous as the inshore sector and so our analysis of it will be 

slightly different. 
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The inshore cod fishery will be examined in the light of the 

biological and economic theory of fishery exploitation. However, we 

shall dismiss the rent maximization postulate because of the immense 

problems of achieving such an optimum. We shall concentrate instead 

on the effects of open resources on entry of men and capital. Even 

this limited application will amply show the mistakes of past policies • 

Our study will, therefore, proceed in the following order: 

To set the stage for our discussion of the inshore cod 

fi~hery we shall first dwell on the biological nature of the Newfoundland 

cod stocks, the economic theoiy of fishery exploitation, and government 

assistance and fishery regulations. These subjects will be covered in 

Chapters 2, 3 and 4 respectively. 

The inshore fishery will be the subject of Chapter 5. The 

historical trends will be discussed as well as problems of entry, 

fishery regulations, and government assistance policy. The influence 

of the cod resource will be explained and the effectiveness of catching 

methods analysed. When these matters have been covered, the problem 

of the inshore cod fishery will be restated in general terms of the 

economic models. 

The offshore cod fishery will be analysed in Chapter 6. The 

main items covered will be past performance, the durrent problems of 

the otter trawler fleet and the effects of the offshore competition 

for the cod stocks. 

/ 

~ 
.,~ 
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The two fisheries will be compared in Chapter 7 which also 

contains an outlook for the future. 

The discussion is summarized in Chapter 8, which contains 

conclusions and a plan of development and management • 



.··· 
" 11. The Available Cod Resources 

(i) Meaning and Importance of Fish Stocks 

The Newfoundland cod fishery provides employment and income 

to a significant number of the province's labour force and a long 

standing supply of good protein food to consumers in many countries. 

·.: The cod stocks in the waters around Newfoundland also provide 

employment and income to fishermen of many other countries. As will be 

seen later, this is one of the major difficulties in developing and 

·-. :. 

:.: ~- .: 

managing this fishery. 

It has been recognized in recent years that fishery population 

dynamics have important implications for economic development or 

. ·.· management of a fishery. Not only do biological factors affect the 

·.·-... 

·.· ' 

methods which must be employed in such programmes, but they are also a 

determinant of the existing structure or method of exploitation. This 

point will be examined more closely after the existing cod stocks have 

been discussed. (See Chapter V). 

Before proceeding, the words ''population" and "stock" should 

be defined. The former is . used to refer to a species occupying any 

: -~. defined area at some particular time. "The word 11stock11 is used to 

denote more unity in the group with respect to its greater degree of 

inter-mingling within itself and considerably less mixing 1~ith other 

groups, or a withdrawal to its own territory during some part of the 

year, whether for spawning or feeding, etc. A stock is a recognizable 

unit in which most of the fish have a similiar area-occupying and 

migratory pattern." (1) 

! : 

~ -
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There are also often physical differences such as growth rates, verte-

bral numbers, etc. among different stocks. 

(if) Cod Stocks 

Cod (gadus morhua) is by far the most Important species in the 

fisheries of Newfoundland. Since 1953 landings of cod have averaged 

65.3 per cent of landed weight and 61.7 per cent of landed value annu• 

ally. This predominance is even more marked in the inshore fishery 

where over the same period, this species has averaged 78.1 per cent of 

volume and 72.5 per cent of value. 

Several stocks of cod are known to exist in the waters around 

Newfoundland (2). Some of these are available to both the inshore and 

offshore fisheries; others are exploitable only by offshore vessels 

because of their distanc~ from coast at all times of the year. 

One large stock of cod is found along the east coast of 

Newfoundland and Labrador extending roughly from the northern part of 

the Grand Bank to the northern tip of Labrador. In this stock there is 

a general movement onshore in summer and offshore in winter, the onshore 

summer movement providing the supply for the inshore fishery a ~ong this 

whole section of coast. This onshore movement, a feeding migration, Is 

earlier in the south than in the north. It thus provides the inshore 

fishery In the latter half of June In the southern part of the east 

coast of Newfoundland, the first week of July In southern Labrador, and 

the first week of August farther north. 
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The stocks of cod along the south coast of Newfoundland are 

smaller and considerable intermixing occurs. Three different stocks 

can be identified in this area: (1) The Avalon-Burin stock, (2) the 

Burgeo Bank stock, and (3) the St. Pierre Bank stock. 

: .. The Avalon-Burin stock in the east, extends roughly from 

St. John's to Fortune Bay. This stock overlaps with the Burgeo Bank 

stock. During the winter it mixes to a limited extent, with the West 

Newfoundland stock, the St. Pierre Bank stock at its northern fringes, 

and the western Grand Bank stocks. The Avalon-Burin stock is an 

inshore one providing the inshore fishery in the Southern Avalon to 

Fortune Bay area during its onshore movement in summer. 

The Burgeo-Bank stock occupies the Burgeo Bank during winter 

and early spring, moving inshore during the summer along the western 

half of the South Coast of Newfoundland. During this time there is 

some slight intermingling with the cod of the West Newfoundland and 

Avalon-Burin stocks. 

The St. Pierre Bank stock concentrates on the western and 

southern slopes .Pf the Bank in the winter and early spring. Feeding 

concentrations occur on the shallower parts of the Bank during late 

spring, summer and autumn. Many of these cod migrate to the inshore 

waters of the South Coast in late spring and early summer, thereby 

producing the summer fishery of this region. 

On the west coast, the west Newfoundland stock extends 

northward to the vicinity of the Strait of Belle Isle. At its northern 
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fringe it tends to mix with cod of the labrador-East Newfoundland 

stock, at least as far as older fish are concerned. There is also 

some occasional intermingling off the South Coast during winter and 

spring with the Burgeo Bank and St. Pierre Bank stocks. This stock 

produces the winter fishery in the Southwest Newfoundland Coast area 

and the inshore cod fishery along the West Coast during migrations 

northward and southward in the Gulf of St. lawrence. It is also 

heavily exploited in late winter to early spring by ottei trawlers 

of several countries operating in the south-eastern Gulf_of 

St. lawrence. 

These are the only cod stocks available to both th~ inshore 

and offshore fisheries of the Island. There are other ccd stocks in 

the Notth West Atlantic available to offshore vessels only from 

Newfoundland ports (3). 

The most widely known offshore cod stocks are those found 

in the Grand Bank area to the southeast of Newfoundland. Two separate 

stocks of cod can be distinguished in this area; The Flemish Cap 

stock and the Grand Bank stock. Not much is known about the westward 

movement of the Flemish Cap stock. But the southerly movement to the 

south of the Cap for spawning, and the intervening Flemish Channel to 

the westward (600 fathoms or more in depth), indicate most of this 

stock remains there throughout the year. 

::· The Grand Bank stock may be made up of two separate groups 

with different vertebral averages. It could be that one group spends 

the winter and spawns to the southward and the other spends the winter 
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and spawns northward, intermingling taking place as part of each group 

passes over the surface of the Bank in summer. 

Whatever is the composition of this stock there appears to be 

no large scale onshore migration and consequent mixing with the coastal 

Avalon-Burin stock. However, there may be some intermingling by the cod 

of the Grand Bank stock closest to the Coast with the coastal stock while 

those farther away on the southern part of the Bank will have no such 

intermingling. The Flemish Cap stock und most of the Grand Bank stock 

are exploitable only by deep-sea vessels. 

Several more stocks of cod are present in the waters of 

western part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence In summer but migrating to the 

Nova Scotian Shelf in autumn and winter. At that time there is some 

intermingling with the West Newfoundland stock. Other stocks are quite 

separate from the coastal Newfoundland stocks at all times of the year. 

While Newfoundland trawlers fish these stocks, rnainty in the Gulf, they 

can be considered as marginal cod stocks for the Newfoundland fishery. 

The divisions and Inter-relationships of the cod stocks 

described above are shown in Figure 1. 

(iii) Some Special Implications for the Inshore Fishery. 

Obviously the movements of a stock of fish has little significant 

effect on the productivity of a mobile sea-going trawler fleet. However, 

the land-bound, immobile inshore fleet is almost completely dependent on 

the shore-ward movement of the stock. In the entire history of the 
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inshore cod fishery if the cod came to shore, catches were high, If not, 

landings were low. 

Templeman (4) has pointed out some interesting and crucial 

facts on determinants of cod movements which go far in explaining the 

annual success or failure of the Inshore fishery. The first of these, 

hydrographic conditions, also determine the areas of relative abundance 

in coastal waters. Cod prefer cold water. With prevailing west and 

southwest winds during summer, the warm surface water ts blown offshore 

from the east coast, Including the eastern sfdes of the large peninsulas. 

Therefore, landings come in relative abundance from the east coast and in 

particular from the eastern sides of the peninsulas. On the east coast 

also the Labrador Current has an onshore tendency and helps keep the 

water cold. Beyond the Burin Peninsula Its onshore effect fs not great 

In most years. 

The south coast west of Fortune Bay, and the west coast are 

little affected by the Labrador current. There the prevailing west and 

southwest winds force the wanner water onshore and the cod is usually too 

far offshore tn summer to be taken by the Inshore traps and handlfnes. 

The period December to April is the time of winter fishing in the Port 

aux Basques-Rose Blanche area when the inshore waters are colder. Unlike 

the east coast, this whole section is not suitable to cod-trap fishing 

because of these conditions. 
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FIGURE 2 

VARIATIONS IN TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS IN VARIOUS MONTHS ON THE EAST 
COAST OF NEWFOUNDLAND, AND THEIR EFFECTS ON WATER LAYERS AND ON 
AVAILABILITY OF COD DUE TO THE TRAP FISHERY 

A 
JUNE 

COLO YEAR 
LIGHT ONSHOR£WINDS 

SHALLOW-WATER TRAP OR 1SURFACE 
OR DEEPER TRAP WITH LEADER~~~~~~ 10 FATH· 
EXTENDING TO SHALLOWER WATER O 20 

~~SQ 30 . 
TYPICAL EAST-COAST TRAP, 40 . 

12 FATHOMS 

DEEP-WATER, AVALON PENINSULA 
ST· JOHN'S TYPE, SET BELOW 
SURFACE IN re-20 FATHOMS 

B 

c 

0 

TOO WARM 

TOO WARM 

SURFACE 
10 FATH· 
20 

JULY 
COLO Y·EAR 

LIGHT ONSHORE WINDS 

30 
40 

JUNE 
WARM YEAR 

MODERATE ONSHORE WINOS 

SURFACE AUGUST 
IO FATH· COLO YEAR 
ZO LIGHT TO MODERATE 

ONSHORE WIND 
30 
40 JUNE-JULY 

WARM YEAR 50 MODERATE ONSHORE 
WINOS 

or 
COLO YEAR 

HEAVY ONSHORE WINDS 

AUGUST 
WARM YEAR 

SURFACE HEAVY ONSHORE 
10 FATH· WINOS 

20 SEPTEMBER 
30 COLO YEAR 
40 HEAVY ONSHORE WINDS 

or 
50 WARM YEAR 

LIGHT TO MODERATE 
ONSHORE WINOS 

Source: Templeman, w. Marine Resources of Newfoundland, Fisheries 
Research Board of Canada, Ottawa, 1966, p.48. 
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Apart from determining the local occurences of cod, the water 

temperatures play a major role in the year-to-year success of the 

Inshore trap and handline fishery, especially on the east coast. 

When the cod migrate inshore, they move in an intermediate 

layer of water between the too warm upper layer and the too cold bottom 

layer. The depth of this intermediate layer determines how close cod 

will come to the shoreline and be available to the inshore gears: cod 

traps, handlines and trawls (See Figure 2) • 

In some years ·there may be little onshore winds as the surface 

water warms in May and June. There are then no large waves to mix the 

warmer surface water with the cold layer underneath. The warm layer 

(and the intermediate layer) remain shallow. This leaves a small bottom 

area with suitable water temperatures for cod. When the fish follow the 

caplin to shore, they come very close because of this restricted area. 

If these conditions continue Into July, the cod may stay in shallow 

water close to lsbbre throughout July, early August, and even later in 

certain areas. The same situation would be created by a cold winter 

with considerable tee and a late spring. In such a year traps and hand

line fishing begin late but usually last longer than in a warm year when 

the shallow surface water warms more quickly. 

In years of onshore winds in June or early July the opposite 

conditions will prevail. The warm surface layer will' be mixed with the 

cold layer below, thus creating temperatures suitable for cod at a deeper 
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Fl GURE 3 

EFFECTS OF OFFSHORE AND ONSHORE WINDS ON WATER LAYERS AND 
\~ATER TEMPERATURES ON THE EAST COAST OF NEWFOUNDLAND, AND 
ON AVAILABILITY OF COD TO THE TRAP FISHERY. 

STABLE CONDITION 

10 FATH· I 
SURFACE 

20 TRAP IN 
12 FATHOMS 

30 
WATER 

OFFSHORE WIND 

!
SURFACE 

10 FATH 

20 

30 

ONSHORE WIND 

!
SURFACE 

10 FATH· 

20 

30 

SURF· 

10 FATH• 

20 

30 

Source: Templeman, w. Marine Resources of Newfoundland, 
Fisheries Research Board of Canada, Ottawa, 
1966, Po 50 • 
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depth. The bottom area cod can occupy will now be greater and they will 

not approach as close to shore and be available to traps and handlines • 

The same conditions would be caused by a warm winter and early spring • 

In such a year a relatively thick surface layer of warm water may develop 

by the latter part of June (the Intermediate layer wfll then be deepe~ 

and farther from the shore). 

The Inshore conditions In Individual localities could give rise 

to more complex situations. The movements of Inshore cod are then not as 

simple as described above. The differing conditions can especially affect 

the cod trap fishery (See Figure 3). 

If a strong offshore wind occurs at the beginning of the trap 

season, It would be unfavourable because It would force the warm surface 

layers (and the Intermediate layer) farther offshore. Most of the cod 

may then move out of the range of cod-traps. Such a wind may be favour

able late In July or August when the warm surface layer extends so deep 

that cod have moved out of the range of traps. Then as the warm layer 

moving offshore Is reached at a depth by water suitable for cod they 

may move shoreward with ft. These conditions could change several times 

in the course of a trap fishing season. As well the effects would be 

different tn bays where an offshore wind on one side may be an Inshore 

wind on the other. 

Onshore winds would have opposite effects. They would bring 

the cod onshore when the warm layer is originally very thin and not too 

warm and driving them a1-1ay from shore when the warm surface layer is 

made too deep. 
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Light can also have an important effect on the inshore cod 

fishery. Light penetration is determined by the amount of sunlight and 

of fog, as well as the transparency of the sea water. Compared with 

large cod, small cod can endure greater extremes of temperatures and 

brighter light. In a year when conditions are favourable to the 

penetration of light commercial-sized cod may not be taken by inshore 

traps and handlines except for periods at night. 

Cold water on the cod wintering grounds may delay spawning. 

eod feed much more heavily after than before spawning. If cod spawn 

late, they may not make contact with the shoreward-moving school of 

caplin. When this happens, smaller quantities of cod than usual will 

concentrate into the small inshore area where they may be fished by 

inshore gears. ·.! .· . 
:• 

As the cod stocks continue to be reduced a higher percentage 

of the reduced stock will possibly find enough food in the deep water 

after their April-June spawning, which may be 100 miles or more offshore. 

Thus they may not need to move inshore for feeding. If caplin becomes 

more relatively plentiful, the cod, while tnshore, will become glutted 

ijOre quickly and remain so for a longer period. They then will not 

take bait until late July or early August when the caplin move offshore. 

Moreover, if the cod become glutted quickly enough, they may remain 

close to or on the ocean floor; they may not move enough to be caught 

readily by either traps or gill-nets. 
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It should now be obvious that the inshore cod fishery is 

greatly influenced by the biological behaviour of the cod. As will 

be shown in more detail later, the types of gear used in the inshore 

fishery compound rather than eliminate the problems caused by this 

biological behaviour. Although not hampered to the same extent by 

population dynamics, the offshore fishery nevertheless has yielded a 

rather small percentage of total cod landings. This point will be 

developed more fully in Chapter V. 

A demersal fishery, such as the cod fishery, is characterized 

by certain biological-economic factors which have important implications 

for economic exploitation ~nd management. These will be dealt with in 

the following chapter. 
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111. Biological and Economic Optima of a Fishery 

The economics of exploitation In a given fishery as developed 

by Gordon (1) and later expanded by Scott (2) and Crutchfield (3) are 

bas~d on biological lnterratlonshfps among fish populations, fishing 

effort and landings. Prior to and since their writings, most 

conservation programmes, national or International, have attempted to 

achieve the biological optimum of maximum sustained physical yield 

rather than the economic optimum of maximum net revenue. In various 

fishery development schemes In Newfoundland no attention has been paid 

to either. We shall now examine the relationship of biological and 

economic factors that operate In a fishery. Hopefully, ~~ wltl obtain 

some deeper Insight Into the problems that have plagued the cod fishery 

of this province and some new guidelines for future development. 

(1) Biological Egulllbrlum and Optimum of a Fishery 

First, we shall examine how a fishery achieves biological 

equilibrium and what the optimum biological position means for a 

demersal sea fishery. 

The cod, and most other demersal sea fishes, are of a natural 

resource for which the annual rate of natural repro~uctfon Is a 

function both of the physical environment, which Is assumed constant 

over time, and of the size of the existing population which Is 

diminished by the rate of harvesting. Such resources tend to remain In 

dynamic balance over some sufficiently long period of time; losses will 

be balanced by accessions or recruitment to the population or stock. 

If the rate of loss Is Increased, for whatever reason, the rate of 

renewal must Increase so that balance is again achieved. 

•i 
·_ ; 
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Fishing by man is simply another source of loss to the 

population or stock. This will be met by a compensatory increase in 

natural reproduction until the population again comes into balance at 

, ·· . .. ... . some lower level where increased recruitment equals natur.al mortality 

plus landings (4). There is then a circular relationship among 

landings, population size, rate of population growth, and fishing 

effort. The natural rate of increase is a function of population size; 

landings a function of population and fishing effort; while the 

population size Is itself related to fishing effort. The equilibrium 

catch can be defined as that level of catch which is exactly equal to 

the rate of natural increase. Under these conditions population size 

wi 11 be stable. 

Under normal fishing conditions (i.e. without simultaneous 

adjustment of gear selectivity and fishing effort (5), the physical 
~-

yield from any demersal fishery will increase at a low level of fishing 
' -

as effort is increased, but the increase in physical yield will be at .. :l 
· .. 

a decreasing rate. In effect the reduction in population and average 
. ,! 

weight is more than offset by natural reproduction. However, as 

effort continues to increase, physical yield will reach a maximum and 

then decline because the decreased population and average weight are 

not capable of sustaining the high level of harvest. 

As effort continues to expand, the total catch will approach 

zero as an asymptote. In extreme cases, landings could be reduced to 

zero, but in a demersal fishery such as cod, this is unlikely for 

three reasons: (1) The vast reproductive powers of most demersal 
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species, and cod in particular, make extinction by man a virtual 

Impossibility. (2) The decreasing stze of fish with increasing 

effort allows the less than commercial-sized stock to escape ordinary 

fishing gears. (3) The cost element, to be dealt \oJlth in the next 

section, which makes biological, if not economic, extinction 

impossible in most demersal fisheries. 

Figure shows the typical yield function of a fishery 

characterized by the biological features just outlined (6). 

Catch 
( 1 bs,) 

c 

0 

Figure 1. PhysfcsJ Yield Funetlon of a 
Demersal Fishery, 

A 

y 

Every polnt on the yield curve Is one of equilibrium 

. J~ landings and of susta ined physical yield. For exampl e , at maximum 

population size , landings must be zero by definition : natural 

reproduction balances natura l morta lity and natural rate of 
. ··. • 

increase is ze ro. At each le'.el of effort, balance will be 

achieved between landings and natura l Increase when all envireftmental 

.· ... . , 
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forces have worked themselves out. Each level of -S:S:--4-
CI I VI C.J therefore, 

is associated with a given size of the population capable of 

supporting a certain sustained yield. At OE effort this sustained 

yield will be OC (Figure 1). This yield will range from zero at 

maximum population size to almost zero when population size is very 

small. At some intermediate level is the population size which can 

produce the maximum rate of natural increase (and landings). When 

fishing effort reaches that level the optimum biological equilibrium, 

maximum sustained physical yield, is attained. (OB in Figure 1). 

11. Economic Equilibrium and Optimum of a Fishery 

An economic model of a fishery is obtained by building 

revenue and cost elements into the function of physical yield just 

described. The following model is based on two simplifying 

assumptions. While these may not be indicative of actual conditions, 

they do make for ease of presentation. And they do not affect the 

theoretical conclusions drawno It is assumed price does not vary with 

the size of the catch; the physical yield function is thus transformed 

·.:l;;~~j into a total revenue curve. This is not an unreasonable assumption 

_ :·.'.}(~ 
.. ::::~: 

for a small fishery whose products are closely competitive with 
:f::: 

many others. For the Newfoundland cod fisheries this assumption 

;;: appears va 1 i d enough. 

The second assumption is that cost per unit of effort is 
. : 

constant. The total cost curve is thus a linear function and 

includes the opportunity cost of labour and capitals Because some 

minimum investment is necessary before any landings can be made, !" il8 

; ..... 
' :'! 
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the variable total cost curve starts from a point above zero on the 

vertical axis (See Figure 2). 

When the fishery Is open to all, the level of fishing effort 

will expand to OZ (for the cost-effort relationship shown in Figure 2). 

At this point total costs, TZ, equal total receipts, OD. Average cost 

per unit of landings equals average revenue and there are no excess 

profits (7).· At a lower level of effort excess profits (hatched area) 

would exist; other vessels and men would be attracted to the fishery 

until total costs ~nd total revenues are again equal. At higher levels 

of effort (to the right of Z), tot3l costs wi l l ~x~0ed to tn! receipts. 

Costs 
& 

la"dlngs 
~) 

E 

R 
s 

W X Y z 

c 
Total 
Cost 

Total 
Revenue 

Effort 

Figure 2. Interrelation of Total Costs end 
Total Revenue for a Demersal Fishery. 

Vessels and men ~~ill then leave the fishery and normal vessel 

replacement will not be made. The level of effort will then move back 

to OZ and the fishery will be In equilibrium again. The level of effort 

could also change if prices of fish or costs of fishing changed. These 

cases are discussed below. 

-.~ 
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As Figure 2 shows, an unregulated fishery will lead to a 

lower sustained yield than could be achieved with a lower level of 

effort and cost (8). This maximum yield, SY, Is attained at OY 

effort and cost. Such a situation (Point T) exists because the 

fish resource Is not solely owned by any of the decfsfon-makfng 

units (9). In other words, the rent (hatched area) cannot accrue 

to any Individual operator (10). Since no one fisherman can obtain 

this rent, Individual operators simply continue entering the fishery 

until all but necessary mlnlm1111 profits are wiped out. This pushes 

effort up to the point where when the total cost curve cuts the 

total revenue curve, (T In Figure 2). 

Therefore, rather than effort tending towards equating 

marginal cost and marginal revenue (Point R where t~e slopes of OL 

and EC are equal), It Is expanded until average cost and average 

revenue are equated and all rent disappears. The Individual 

fisherman tries to maximize his total revenue. He has no assurance 

of fish being available tomorrow If he does ~Jt catch It today. If 

entry to the fishery Is unrestricted, any attempt to Increase profits 

(rent) by reducing effort, collectively or Individually, will simply 

Induce more men and vessels to enter this fishery. Effort Is then 

Increased until all but necessary minimum profits are wiped out. 

The situation shown In Figure 2 represents biological as 

well as economic overflshlng (11). Maximum sustained physical and 

revenue yield Is obtained at OY of fishing effort, where the yield 

•.. 
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curve Is at Its highest polnt. The economic optimum .will be even further 

to the left, OX, •.,rhere th~ difference between total r~venue and total cost 

Is greatest. At tHi5 point, ~rginal cost equals marginal revenue (slopes 

of EC and OL are equal). At effort lev~ls to the right of X, each unit of 

effort adds more to tot<tl cost thc:m to total revenue. If effort were less 

than OX, more could be · added to tot~! revenue than to total cost by adding 

additional units. 

Because th~ fis~ery is open, the equilihriwn position (T) of 

Figure 2 Is inevit<1hlc urrkr t:he assumed cost-effort rell-ltionshlp. 

Costs 
& 

Landings 
($) 

v' y 

0 A c Effort 
Figure 3. Case of a Fishery In Equilibrium . 
belo1v Mr!ximum Yield ?.nd where no Commerci-31 
Operations Hill Tr!ke Ple1c:e. 

However, othe r exc~rtione>l situ<Jtions could oc cu r ,'s ~ h01.,rn in Figure 3. 

If the m.1rke t oricc fell or fishing costs rose, equl!lbrium could exist 

at OA effort and AB co~ts and revenue wh ich are belo~ the maximum 

physical and revenue yi e ld, CE (12). The economi<. ootimum would stlll be 

somewhere to the left of t .. 1\lso If t he c:ost curve 1"e re to become so steep 

that no level of ef fort could produce revenue e~ual to c0sts , no economic 

: 
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operation would take place. This ease Is shown by cost curve XY. 

(111) Biological-Economic Egulllbrlum 

The conditions determining the biological and the economic 

equilibrium of a demersal sea fishery are such that, given time for 

all necessary adjustments, both equilibria for each level of 

population ~Ill be the same. 

The conditions necessary for tong term biological-economic 

equilibrium (13) may be restated more fully: Given the demand f~r 

the final product, the physical production function, and the costs 

of labour and capital used, equilibrium will be attained when: 

(1) The price of the final product Is such that 
amounts demanded and supplied are equal. 

(2) At that price, net returns to fishing units are 
just sufficient to maintain the existing level 
of fishing effort (no excess profits exist). 

(3) The catch at that level of effort Is such that 
the population remains stable. 

Any change In the baste determinants of population, yield, 

price or cost will Involve Interacting adjustments in both biological 

and economic factors until these conditions are again restored. 

For example, If cons~r demand rises, the resulting 

Increase In price and profits wll I Induce ant: Increased effort and 

catch I~ the short run. This cannot be sustained as population 

will decline and costs per unit of catch Increase. Equilibrium will 

be restored only at a higher level of fishing effort and total costs, 

where profits are again just sufficient to maintain the new level 

of effort (14). 

. ,, 
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Also If fishing costs per unit of effort should decrease, a slmlllar 

development will result. Profits Increase, followed by Increased effort and 

catch In the short run and a decline In price as these products reach the 

market. Again, however, this situation Is unstable over time. The Increased 

catch reduces population and increased fishing costs per unit of catch. The 

catch will eventually fall back from Its Initial Increase as population 

changes and economic adjustments take place (15). 

In both these examples of possible changes In the equilibrium 

position, the new equilibrium depends on the Initial position of the fishery. 

If this were at or beyond the maximum revenue and physical yield, equilibrium 

will be restored only with a lower sustained catch! Increased costs per 

pound of landings and higher short run market prices. Figures 4a and 4b 

shows the adjustments that will take place In a fishery beyond the maximum 

yield position when changes In fishing costs occur. If fishing costs decrease 

(through Improvements In gear or vessels), there will be excess profits, 

(CX In Figure 4a), at the Initial position. These profits will Induce an 

Increase In fishing effort and catch In the short run. The Increased 

short-run catch will reduce prices for the product. This will tend to lower 

total revenue even before the long run adjustment~ . begln to take effect. 

Finally, the Increased short-run catch will reduce the fish population, 

resulting In a lower long-run sustained catch and Increased total costs. 

The fishery will eventually become stable at OB effort after catch has fallen 

from ACto BD. Total costs will rise to BD after falling originally to AX. 

Therefore, the sustained catch will be lower and total costs higher than 

when the decrease In ftshlng costs first occurred. 

i . 
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As shown In Figure 4b, the reverse will occur If ffshlng costs 

.increase when the fishery Is beyond the 111XI•1111 yield position. In the 

short run, losses (CX) wf11 reduce effort and catch and raise .. rket 

prices. Equilibrium will finally occur at 08 effort. In this case a 

decrease (AB) In effort and a higher sustained catch (BD) results from 

the 1ncrea$e In fishing costs • 

The long-run adjustMents caused by a change In d~nd for a 

fishery below the maximum yield position are shown In Figures Sa and Sb. 

lit .., - Ill se 0 u 
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Figure 4a. _,., EsniiJib[hll 1Uar F'lgure 4b. New Egul llbrh• after 
an Increase In Fishi!S Costs. Decrease In Flshl~ Cost ~FisherY 

tnftlaltf Beygnd Haxlmu. leld ~i!t~::t~~:!!Ttf:n~d Position • 
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A decrease in demand (Figure 5a) will reduce revenue and effort and 

eventually stabilize the fishery a lower level of effort (OB) and 
~ 

landings (BE). Conversely a rise In d~nd will lead to a new e~ulllbrlum 

with higher effort (OF) and Increased ~andlngs (FH). See figure 5b. 

In this discussion of biological-economic equilibrium we have 

~de no mention of optimum positions. It should now be clear that, while 

a fishery will always tend toward a biological-economic equilibrium, the 

attaining of an optimum biological-economic position would occur only 

under some chance combination of costs and prices. The economic optimum 

will never be reached if entry to the fishery Is unrestricted . Because 

y 

X 

Figure Sa. Change In 
Eqyl!lbrlum with a Decrease 
In Demand. (Original 
posltl~n below maximum 
Yield)_ 

X 

Figure Sb. Change fo 
Eqylllbrlum with an Increase 
In Demand (Original Position 
below Maximum Yield). 

the optimum economic position occurs below the biological optimum 

at the point where marginal cost equals marginal revenue, an 

economic-biological optimum Is possible only when the real (16) costs 
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of fishing are zero. This situation might be approached In a country 

wfth widespread unemployment, but this optimum can be dismissed as a 

goal for an economy near the full-employment level. 

(1V) The Economic Optimum as an ObJective 

We have decided that the economic and biological optima are 

Incompatible as objectives In developing or regulating a fishery. 

However, It should be pointed out that the biological optimum of 

maximum sustained yield Is a better economic situation than that where 

the fishery Is overflshed which Is often the result of free entry. Why 

then do we postulate net economic returns as the objective of a fishery? 

The fishery as an Industry, requires use of factors of 

production (labour, capital and management), which It purchases In 

competition with producers of other goods. As market prices ~y be 

reasonably taken as Indicative of consumers• preference, the basic 

economic objectives of the fishery Is the maximization of net economic 

yield - the difference between value of output and cost of Input needed 

to produce ft. The following conditions must be fulfilled If this Is 

to happen (17). 

(1) Assuming full employment, landings must rise 

to the point where the value of the last unit 

caught Is just equal to Its marginal real cost. 

In other words, the margfnal revenue product of 

the factors used In the fishery should be equal 

that possible In alternative Industries. 
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(2) The value of the last unit landed should equal the 

cost of the last Input necessary to catch it • 

(Marginal cost equals marginal revenue). 

(3) The Incomes of the factors of production should 

equal their contribution to output. 

Two other conditions may be necessary to maximize the 

profits of a fishery: 

(1) Progressiveness: There should be sufficient 

competition so that Incentives exist to adopt or 

develop new techniques and use methods developed 

elsewhere, where they Increase revenue relative to cost. 

(2) St~blllty: While perfect stability In production, 

price, and Incomes Is unlikely, the minimization of 

fluctuations In these Is desirable • 

While we accept this maximization of net value as the 

economic objective of a fishery, we do not Imply that physical 

yields and their complex biological detenmtnants are Irrelevant or 

unimportant. They provide the Information about alternative production 

possibilities without which catch values and ft shlng cost could not be 

determined. 

While maximization of rent Is obviously the economic optimum 

for a fishery, some argue this Is not necessarily the human or social 

optimum (18). In principle, It Is possible to take account of 

non-commercial or Intangible benefits and costs In defining this optimum. 

For example, many people want the fishery to provide employment for as 
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many as wish to be so engaged. This desire could be translated Into a 

benefit-cost analysis of the problem (19). Rent could, therefore, be 

made a social concept and the maximization of rent could be a socially 

and politically acceptable optimum. In any event, as Gordon points out, 

even If the economic optimum is not socially accepted, the recognition 

of It, shows the cost of alternative choices (20). 

Whatever soclety 1s choice may be the achievement of the optimum 

degree of fishing Is most difficult when entry Is unrestricted. Even If 

entry were restricted, the amount of effort must also be controlled as 

Individual actions of non-ownars will not maximize rent. Establishment 

of private ownership has been advocated as the method of ensuring 

economic optimization of a natural resource (21). As this Is an 

unlikely development In the Newfoundland cod fisheries, we only acknowledge 

It as a theroetlcal alternative. 

Restriction of entry Is the most widely advocated and increasingly 

accepted method of Improving fisheries. We will not deal with it further 

as restriction on total effort fs also necessary to achieve our economic 

optimum. We will now proceed to examine the Newfoundland fisheries more 

closely In the light of the principles outlined. 
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whole stock Is wiped out, Such adjustmen~ usually Is not made 
because fish below a certain size have no market value. See 
Beverton, R,J,H,, & Holt, S,J, '~n the Dynamics of Exploited Fish 
Populations", Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, 
Fisheries Investigations, Series 2, Vol, 19 London, 1957, for a 
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(6) Schaefer, M,B, op, eft,, p, 674. 
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of production In the ffshery. 
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Industrial Research, Vol, 1, 1963, p, 15. 
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(16) In terms of other output foregone. 

(17) Crutchfield, J.A. and Zellner, A., op. cit., p. 24 
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Uti Ji zat ion of Fishery Resources 11

, Journa I of Fisheries 
Research Board of Canada, Vol. X, 1953, p. 443. 

(19) Christie, F.T., and Scott, A., The Commonwealth in Ocean 
Fisheries, Resources for the Future, Inc., Washington, 
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1V. Government and the Newfound1and Cod Fisheries 

Before beginning our analysis of the inshore cod fishery we must 

··•·· examine government attention to this fishery. This attention is re-

::. 
•,· , ·. 

fleeted in fishing regulations and development policy. The content of 

this chapter will, therefore, be wholly descriptive but is necessary to 

better understand the plight of the inshore cod fishery. 

(1) Regulations in the Newfoundland Inshore Cod Fishery. 

The inshore cod fishery is controlled by regulations made under 

the Fisheries Act, 1932. This act of the Canadian Parliament gave the 

federal Minister of Fisheries authority to make regulations in respect 

of all marine fisheries. The Newfoundland Fisheries Regulations are made 

under this Act, but many of these were simply carried over from 

pre-Confederation regulations. 

The general regulations governing inshore cod fishing are 

contained in Sections 51 to 54 of the Newfoundland Fisheries Regulations. 

These may be summarized as follows: 

The mesh in the sides and walls of a cod trap may not be less 

than 3t inches in "extension measure" (1) when in use. The mesh of a 

cod gill net must not be less than five inches in extension measure when 

in use. A cod bag (2) with less than 3t in. mesh may not be added to 

any part of the wall of a cod trap. However, a cod bag of any size mesh 

can be laced to the head rope of a cod trap. 

The distance between cod traps or gill nets and other cod traps, 

cod nets, salmon traps or nets is also controlled. 
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A cod trap or Its frame may not be set closer than 80 fathoms 

(3) from the nearest point of another cod trap or frame, or closer than 

50 fathoms from any cod net, salmon net or salmon trap. Nor may a cod 

trap be set closer than 150 fathoms from a salmon trap, salmon net, or 

fleet of nets that measures over 50 fathoms In total length. A cod gill 

net may not be set closer than 50 fathoms to any cod trap, other cod 

glllnet, salmon net, or salmon trap. This restriction also applies to 

salmon nets and salmon traps. 

The Regulations also contain general rules for cod trapping 

which apply tn a certain area (4), the boundaries of which are set by 

the Minister upon receipt of a signed petition from two-thirds of the 

cod trap operators living In that area requesting establishment of a 

local codflshery committee. 

This committee must be elected before the end of each February, 

or later If permitted, by the cod-trap operators, resident In the defined 

local area. The committee may consist of a chairman and two or four 

members. The committee must Immediately set a date for the drawing 

of cod trap fishing berths or locations that Is satisfactory to the 

majority of ffshermc~ eleg!ble to draw for berths In that area. To be 

eleglble a fishermen must wish to operate a cod trap within the limits 

of the local area and be a resident of that area (5). However, If a 

person draws a cod trap berth and Is Issued a licence to fish It that 

year, but does not, he will not be eleglble to participate In the drawing 

the following year, unless he can sat~sfy the authorities he was employed 

elsewhere or could not ffsh because of circumstances over which he had 

no control. 
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The local codftshery c011111ittee Is responsible for the drawh'ag 

of cod trap berths In Its area. The drawing Is conducted by lot In the 

following manner. The principal (prime) berths are firstly drawn. The 

number of berths In this draw must be equal to the number of persons 

operating at least one trap. No operator draws more than one berth In 

the first or any other draw. The draws continue In this manner until 

all traps are allocated to separate berths. A licence for each draw 

berth wilt then be Issued to the various operators by the Federal 

Department of Fisheries. 

The same crew cannot fish two traps drawn in the first round 

unless a berth Is exchanged or becomes forfeited for re-allotment. Berths 

which were drawn and licenced may be exchanged with the approval of the 

majority of the local committee. If the drawer of a principal berth 

decides to fish with the drawer of another principal berth, both licences 

must be returned to the committee. The two berths must then be drawn again 

but the two original drawers may draw only one of the berths. In areas 

where traps must be set on or before a certain date any licenced berth 

holder who does not set his trap by that date, unless prevented by causes 

over which he has no control, forfeits his right to the allotted berth. 

His licence Is then cancelled and the berth can be re-allotted to such 

person'·as the majority of the committee may decide. A berth may be 

similarly allotted If an operator removes his trap from a licenced berth 

during the season. However, If such a berth Is not re-allotted four days 

after the licence Is turned In, that berth may be fished for the remainder 

of that season by any other cod trap operator. 
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Only a licenced berth holder can fish any berth that has been 

drawn for In a year. An operator of a cod trap or of any other type of 

fishing gear may set hfs equipment In an unused licenced berth but must 

remove It If requested to do so by the committee for that area. 

In areas of the Province not subject to the control of a local 

cod trap committee, a cod trap berth may be held by setting In position 

a complete trap or any part thereof (6). In the latter case, If a 

complete trap Is not set within four days, any other cod trap operator 

may remove the set equipment and place his own In Its place. The four 

day period referred to above does not Include tin~ wnen forces beyond the 

operator 1s control prevail. These berths are not forfeited by removing 

a damaged trap for repairs If It Is reset within the four days. described 

above. 

The setting of cod traps Is prohibited on the Harbour Grace 

Island grounds (7). Cod traps may not be set In one area of Fogo Island 

before noon on the first of June each year (8). 

Any operator who does not haul .hls cod gill net for two 

consecutive days unless prevented by circumstances beyond his control 

forfeits his right to that fishing berth (9). A cod trap, cod net, salmon 

trap, or salmon net operator may remove any such cod nets and place his 

net or trap In Its place. 

Cod trawls and cod gill nets are prohibited fn the Petty Harbour

Maddox Cove area (10). Cod trawls are also prohibited for July 1 to 

October 31 on the Inshore grounds used by Fermeuse fishermen (11), and on 

those used by Renews fishermen (12) • 
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(II) A Review of Government Fishery Polley 

To discoVer what the two levels of government, provincial and 

federal, have done, we shall look at the Commission of Government and 

post-Confederation periods. Of course, federal participation In 

development plans came only since 1949, and then In a few well defined 

areas of responsibility. 

During the Commission of Governmant period, i934 to 1949, the 

government's fishery policy was mainly directed toward the establishment 

of orderly marketing arrangements for fish products, especially salted 

cod. The Newfoundland Fisheries Board was created as a result of a 

study of the Industry's problems by a Fisheries Investigation Committee 

shortly after the Commission of Government was established (13). 

Under the Newfoundland Fisheries Board Act, 1936 (with amendments), 

the Board was given wide powers to licence processing plants, regulate 

marketing, Inspect plants and products, provide a bait service and other 

assistance. 

The Board's major activity was concerned with the processing 

and marketing of salted cod. Board representatives were stationed In the 

major markets to advise on conditions affecting sale of Newfoundland salt 

fish. Culling Regulations were enacted in 1939 to encourage production 

of good quality fish by fishermen (14). These regulations were enforced 

by Board Inspectors at the time of sale by flshenmen to exporters. 

The Board also gave exclusive rights to export and sell salted 

flsh in certain markets to marketing companies. This system began in 1936 
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with the formation of the Portugal Exporters Group Ltd. (15). By 1943 

the following were In operation: (16) 

The Portugal Exporters Group Ltd. 

Spain Exporters Association ltd. 

Puerto Rico Exporters Ltd. 

~lest Indies Codfish Association 

Brazil Exporters Ltd. 

These groups made all arrangements for export and saie of 

Newfoundland salt fish to their own market area. During the war years 

1942-45, and until 1947, the Board handled arrangements with the Combined 

Food Board and later the International Emergency Food Council In respect 

of Newfoundland 1s fish production (17). In 1947 It organized the 

Newfoundland Association of Fish Exporters Ltd. (NAFEL) and gave that 

association sole authority to export salted fish from Newfoundland (18). 

In years of declining market prices for salted fish, such as 

1938 to 1941, the Board administered schemes to keep prices to fishermen 

at least equal those of the previous year. In 1938 and 1939 minimum prices 

to fishermen were maintained by the government 1s making good losses 

experienced by exporters (19). A stmlltar procedure was followed In 1940 

and 1941 but any losses were paid from a fund created by a levy on salted 

and pickled fish exports (20). 

The Board also Influenced the cost of salt to fishermen. In 1937 

and 1938 a rebate was paid on each hogshead of salt used (21). From 1942 

to 1945 the Board controlled the prtce of salt to fishermen by paying the 

difference between the landed cost and the price paid by Importers (22) • 
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A bait service was started In 1936 with the aim of 

providing a constant supply of bait at a fixed low cost (23). Batt 

depots were established around the coasts to assemble and hold stocks 

of the bait fishes for use by fishermen. 

A subsidy was also available for construction of trawlers 

and draggers under the Ship Bulldlng (Bounties) Act, 1939. 

Following Confederation the federal government took over 

operation of the bait service. Since 1949 the service has grown to 

Include 19 bait depots and 36 holding units and a bait freezer ship. 

Confederation also brought to Newfoundland the federal 

subsidy which applied to the construction of draggers and longllners 

up to 100 feet long (24). The Fishermen Indemnity Plan afforded low-

cost protection from losses of fishing boats and lobster traps and was 

extended In 1966 to Include certain types of fixed gear. The Industrial 

Development Service of the federal Department of Fisheries has carried 

out projects designed to test and demonstrate technological Innovations 

for Improvements of catching, processing or distribution of fish and 

fish products. From 1955 to 1967 the federal government paid a rebate 
(ref} 

on salt used In the fishery. The direct assistance expendltures~of the 

federal Department of Fisheries since 1949 are shown tn Table 1. 

However, It is the provincial government that has prime 

responsibility for the development of the Province's fisheries. 

Following Confederation the resources of the federal Treasury could be 

tapped by Newfoundland, and llttle time was lost in making financial 

assistance available to the fishery. 
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TABLE 1 

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE EXPENDITURES IN NEWFOUNDLAND 

BY THE FEDERAL DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES 

Fiscal 
Year 

1949-50 

1950-51 

1951-52 

1952-53 

1953-54 

1954-55 

1955-56 

1956-57 

1957-58 

1958-59 

1959-60 

1960-61 

1961-62 

1962-63 

1963-64 

1964-65 

1965-66 

1966-67 

BY TYPE, BY FISCAL YEAR, 1949·50 TO 1966·67 

Bait Service 

($) 

287.771 

323,222 

284,046 

285,897 

263,220 

225,450 

237.448 

239.445 

284,964 

632,249 

505.903 

444,406 

449.569 

607,693 

1,650,143 

827,429 

603,044 

699.726 

Salt Rebate 

($) 

289,881 

364,165 

406,441 

339.379 

414,193 

497.475 

349,028 

397,605 

369.316 

316,924 

304,774 

301,411 

Vessel 
Construction 
Subsidy 

($) 

6,828 

90,489 

41,646 

10,352 

25,825 

1,135 

34,013 

19,170 

66,157 

36.398 

42,850 

247,422 

119,008 

302,744 

Fishermen's 
Indemnity 
Plan 

($) 

91,651 

61,231 

65,580 

61,179 

64,220 

65,275 

63,862 

65,254 

69,624 

68,398 

76,100 

84,067 

182,316 

Source: Annual Re ort of the Canada De artment of Fisheries, 1 4 - 0 
- 19 - z, Queens Printer, Ottawa. 

Note: Expenditures for the Batt Service and Fishermen's Indemnity Plan 
are net after revenues. 
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In 1953, the Newfoundland Fisheries Development Authority, a 

crown corporation was established. It has been concerned mainly with the 

Improvement and development of fishing and production methods. To help 

fishermen It Is mainly Involved In conducting experiments and 

demonstrations In fishing methods, construction of multi-purpose boats 

and In the exploration of new fishing grounds. Many of these projects are 

carried out on a shared-cost basis with the federal Department of 

Fisheries. 

Through the provincial Fisheries loan Board, loans are made 

available to fishermen for the construction and purchase of larger 

fishing vessels capable of a variety of fishery operations and hopefully 

larger production. Loan~ were also made available to purchase better 

engines and fishing gear. By the end of 1966 over 1,600 loans amounting 

to some $3.4 mlll!on had been made by the Board (25). 

Further aid to fishermen for acquiring larger boats was made 

available under the Fishing Ships (Bounties) Act, 1955, which replaced 

the Ship-building (Bounties) Act, 1939. This aid amounts to $160 per 

ton on newly constructed vessels and can be racalved In addition to the 

federal subsidy. Financial assistance for maintaining and prolonging the 

life of existing vessels was pruv~ded by the Fishing and Coasting Vessels 

Rebuilding and Repairs (Bounties) Act, 1958. From 1949 to 1966 bounties 

totalling $2.2 million had been paid on 387 vessels (26). 

In 1962 the provincial government Instituted an Inshore 

Fisheries Assistance Programme, which provides a maximum bounty of $10 a 

foot on boats measuring from 24 to 35 feet and pays bounties to ffshermen 
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on certain types of nylon and other snythetic fibre nets and trawl 

lines. The amounts paid to March 31, 1968 under this Programme are 

shown tn Table 2. 

In the early part of the 1960 1s the provincial government 

tntenstfted Its efforts to provide financial assistance to the 

industry. The College of Fisheries, Navigation, Marine E~gtneering 

and Electronics was established to create a trained fishing labour 

force. In 1963 the federal government was urged by Newfoundland to 

adopt a national fisheries policy, which would involve an annual 

expenditure of $15.5 million ($10.5 million federal, $5 million 

provincial) In Newfoundland over ftve years (27). In its 1965 

election platform the government proclaimed a plan that would 

modernize and expand the fishing industry to double Its present stze 

(28). These schemes failed to materialize. 

In addition to these distingufshe~le expenditures by federal 

and provincial governments there are others which cannot be easily 

documented In dollars terms. For example, the Federal Department of 

Public Works spends several million dollars annually for construction, 

maintenance, and repair of marine structures that are used by the 

fishing Industry. From 1958 to 1967 a programme of constructing 

11conmunlty st~ges" was financed jointly by the federal and provincial 

governments. 

In addition to the provincial loan servtce. there is a 

fed~ral one operated under the Fisheries Improvement Loan Act. Little 

use has been made of this service by Newfoundland fishermen. 
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TABLE 2 

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO PRIMARY FISHERIES EXPENDITURES BY NFLD. GOVERNMENT, 

BY TYPE,AND BY FISCAL YEAR,1g49-50 TO 196~6g 

Fiscal 
Year 

1949-50 

1950-51 

1951-52 

1952-53 

1953-54 

1954-55 

1955-56 

1956-57 

1957-58 

1958-59 

1959-60 

1960-61 

1961-62 

1962-63 

1963-64 

1964-65 

1965-66 

1966-67 

Source: 

Vessel 
Construction 

Bounty 
($) 

84,32,1 

38,637 

68,945 

63,311 

52,464 

41,505 

37.421 

30,359 

25,915 

33,610 

68,402 

57,833 

80,641 

212,980 

252,811 

240,016 

196,767 

243,821 

Vessel 
Repair 
Bounty 
($) 

73.150 

n,oo8 

32,106 

32,771 

77,114 

insnore 
Boat 

Bounty 
($) 

Inshore 
Gear 

Bounty 
($) 

34.999 31,476 208,963 

27.391 105,.396 286,196 

36,612 83.356 288,471 

17,311 65,086 370,277 

Public Accounts of the Province of Newfoundland, 
1949-50 to 1966-67. 

Experimental 
Fishing 

($) 

59.615 

47,093 

12,099 

35.320 

37.954 

69,360 

36,723 

38,144 

62,032 

17,216 

103,260 

212,406 

106,059 

100,641 

109,005 

241 p 138 

497.799 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 1 V 

(1) This ts defined In Section 2 (g.a.) of the Regulations as 11the 
distance between the extreme angles of a single mesh measured 
Inside and between the knots after the twine has been saturated 
In water and extended until taut but without straining or 
breaking the twine or sUpping a knot". 

(2) A cod bag Is a mesh bag used to hold cod after removal from the 
trap. 

(3) This distance may be less If so requested by local cod fishery 
committees. These are discussed In the next paragraph. 

(4) The rules are contained In Sections 54 to 63. Special 
regulations may also be made for a local codflshery committee's 
area. For exa~les see: Note l above and Note 5. below. 

(5) The qualifications may be made stricter In certain areas like 
St. John;s where dependence for a living on cod trapping, 
ownership of trap(s) and five years residence are required. 

(6) 11Newfoundland Fisheries Regulations", Section 65. 

(7) Ibid., Section 67. 

(8) I bl d., Section 69 (a) 

(9) Ibid., Section 66 

(10) I bl d., Sect Jon 69 (c) 

(11) Ibid., Section 69 (d) 

(12) Ibid., Section 69 (e) 

(13) Department of External Affairs & Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 
Newfoundland, an Introduction to Canada's New Province, 
Ottawa 1949, p. 84. 

(14) Report of the Newfoundland Fisheries Board, 1939-1940, 
Department of Natural Resources, St. John's, 1941, P. 17. 
These Regulations were repealed In 1959. 

(15) Report of the Newfoundland Fisheries Board, 1947, 
Department of Natural Resources, St. John's, 1948, p. 10. 

(16) Report of the Newfoundland Fisheries Board, 1945, 
Department of Natural Resources, St. John!s, 1947, p. 7. 
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(17) Report of the Newfoundland Fisheries Board, 194kg 
Department of Natural Resources, St. John1s, 19 , p. 10. 

(18) Ibid., pp. 10·11. NAFEL lost the legislative sole right to 
export In 1957. 

(19) R ort of the Newfo\iii<Hesnd Fisheries Board 1 
of Natural Resources, St. John s, 1 , p. 33. Report of the 
Newfoundland Fisheries Board, 1939·40, Department of Natural 
Resources. St. John 1s, 1941, pp. 16. 

(20) Ibid., p. 33 
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INSHORE COD LANDINGS AND LANDED VALUE PER MAN, BY YEAR, NEWFOUNDLAND, 1937-1967 
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v. The Newfoundland Inshore Cod Fishery 

The relative Importance of cod to the f:sherles of 

Newfoundland and Its rote In the Inshore fishery has been mentioned 

elsewhere. We shall now examine the performance of the Inshore cod 

fishery since 1937, and analyse Its problems In the light of the 

biological and economic theory described In the previous two chapters. 

The results of various programmes directed towards the Province's 

fisheries and especially those affecting the Inshore cod fishery will 

be discussed. Finally, we shall offer an explanation why past plans 

have not solved the problems of the cod fishery. 

(1) The Performance of the Inshore Cod Fishery since 1937. 

By 1936~ the Inshore cod fishery had almost completely 

recovered from the effects of the Great Depression: men were 

continuing to re-enter the fishery. Landings had reached a peak of 

524 million pounds In 1934 (1). The downward trend In landings which 

began In 1936·37 was accelerated In 1939-40 because the War drew men 

away from the fishery. (Appendices 1 and 2 and Chart 1). Both 

employment and catch fell until 1942. Thereafter the demand for 

Newfoundland fish began to rise leading to Increased employment of 

fishermen. The catch began to Increase due to rising prices for 

fish. The end of the War In 1945 was an extra boost to the fishery 

as most European fleets had been destroyed and because the excellent 

demand for Newfoundland fish continued. More men were now available 

to the fishery (2) and the number engaged rose steadily until 1948. 

However, In the late 1940's the fishery was beset by declining market 
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prices for salt cod (3). The trend of catch and employment began 

a decline In 1949. With Interim upward fluctuations, this downward 

trend had continued until the present. 

Several factors, whfch will be described below, are 

responsible for the declining catch over the last 20 years. Also, 

the number of men engaged has been Influenced by several factors, 

which are set below. 

While the total Inshore cod catch and numbers of 

fishermen have shown a steady decline since 1937, the average 

annual catch per man fluctuated without any noticeable trend emerging 

(See Appendix 3 and Chart 2). The average catch declined from 1937 

to 1940, rose until 1945 and fell again until 1948. From 1949 until 

1954i-56 the average catch Increased, and thereafter showed a genera 1 

decline except for upward movements In 1959 and 196o. 

It Is Interesting to note that the average catch has 

usually moved In opposite directions to the total number of Inshore 

cod flshenmen. In periods of Increasing entry of fishermen, 1937-39, 

1942-48 and 1956-64, the average cod catch decreased, In periods of 

decline In the numbers of fishermen, 1939-42, 1948-56, and 1964·67, 

the catch per man Increased. From this we may conclude that, over 

time, this fishery Is subject to declining marginal physical 

productivity while at certain times the marginal productivity was 

negative (4). 
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While the volume of the Inshore cod catch has fluctuated 

since 1937, the landed value has Increased fairly constantly (See 

Appendix 1 and Chart 1). Until the mid 19S0 1s the trend In landed 

value followed that of volume. After 1957·59, the decline ln the 

landed weight was more than compensated by the Increased landed 

value per pound {See Appendix 4). 

Because most of the Inshore cod catch was salted until 

1965, prices paid fishermen for the salted product had the greater 

Influence on landed value up to that time. However, the Influence 

of the freezing Industry became more and more Important as It grew 

and utilized an Increasing percentage of total cod landings (See 

Table 3). This second demand for cod landings became dominant In 

1965-66 and the trends In landed volume and value gegan to show 

distinct divergencies. The effects of this competition for cod 

landings were very evident In 1967. In that year freezing 

companies were first affected by declining market prices for frozen 

cod products. However, the demand for salted ffsh continued good 

and fishermen received prices for this product that were equal to 

or better than these received the previous year. Even though 

freezing plants used less cod In 1967 they had to maintain prices 

to fishermen because of the competition from the salted fish sector. 

In 1968, markets for salted fish also deteriorated and prices to 

fishermen for both fresh and salted cod fell from 1967 levels. 
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Although there Is no marked trend In average landed volume 

over the last 31 years, the average landed value has shown a steady 

Increase except for some fluctuations. See Chart 2 and Appendix 3. 

The average landed value Is also Inversely related to the number of 

Inshore cod fishermen. From 1938 to 1942, the numbers of Inshore cod 

fishermen declined while the average landed value Increased. The 

reverse was true from 1942 to 1948. In the period 1948-56, the number 

of men decreased, while the average landed value Increased. Since 

1957 the average landed value rose (except for 1958) but the number 

of Inshore cod fishermen Increased until 1964 and has fallen since. 

Between 1~56 and 1967 the decline in average landed volume was more 

than offset by Increased average prices for cod landings as described 

on page ~e. 

While the number of Inshore cod fishermen has declined 

between 1937 and 1967, Tt Is quite possible that the amount of effort 

expended In this fishery has Increased. Wht!e fishing effort Is most 

difficult to define and measure, some general statements about Its 

amount can be made. The number of trawl-lines, gttl-nets, and hand-tines 

used Increased after 1954 (Tabie 4). The number of cod traps In u~e 

declined from 1935 to 1957; Increased until 1965 thereafter decreasing 

by some 600 In 1967. 

The number of motor boats In use Increased between 1954 and 

1965 but declined slightly In 1966 and 1967 (Table 5). During the same 

period, the Labrador floater fleet (5) had Increased, but declined 

somewhat In the last two years. However, In the past several years 
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TABl.E 4 
NUMBER OF GIVEN TY~ES OF FISHING GEAR USED 

IN THE INSHORE COD FISHERY, NEWFOUNDLAND, BY YEAR 
1935, 1945, 1954, 1956 TO 1967 

Year Cod Traes Trawl Lfnes Gill Nets Hand I fnes 

1935 5,285 9,463 

1945 5,084 8,385 

1954 2,726 106,633 17,477 

1955 

1956 2,590 105,476 3,283 17,262 

1957 3,061 121,098 2,065 22,071 

1958 3.371 137' 103 2,285 23,994 

1959 3.370 132,656 2,411 24,548 

1960 3.675 124,302 3.763 26,933 

1961 3,806 139.520 3,667 27,208 

1962 4,088 135.938 6,737 28,216 

1963 4,089 149.138 14,736 31,463 

1964 4,380 150,442 23,648 28,937 

1965 4,508 151,826 29.526 29,634 

1966 4,041 142,971 29,805 28,334 

1967 3.938 138.345 38,560 24,402 

--Not available 

Sources: (1) Tenth Census of Newfoundland and Labrador, 12~~! 
Vol. 11, Department of Public Health and Welfare, 
St. John's, 1937. 

(2) Eleventh Census of Newfoundland and Labrador, 194~1 
Vol. 11, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa , 1949. 

(3) Reeort on Hen, Boats and Gear Emelo~ed in Prfmar~ 
Oeeratlons, Newfoundland, 1957, 1958, 1959, 1960, 
1961, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, and 1967, 
Economics Branch, Canada Department of Fisheries, 
St. John's, Nfld. 
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TABLE 5 
NUMBER OF INSHORE VESSELS, BY TYPE! FISHING COD, 

Year 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

NEWFOUNDLAND, 1937 • 1967 (1) 

Small Labrador 
Motor Boats Longl iners Floaters 

375 
293 
286 
251 
197 
162 
215 
227 
227 
192 
179 
131 
144 
65 
2~ 

4-· 25 
9 18 

7,518 14 2 
14 

6,979 13 
7.797 15 
8,530 25 4 
8,700 51 2 
9,073 56 7 
9,411 47 16 

10,102 58 31 
10,811 85 36 
11,391 112 48 
11,573 129 59 
11,210 198 42 
10,916 266 45 

Other (2) 
94 

117 
90 
59 
51 
24 
24 
33 
45 
49 
54 
35 
35 
24 

Total 

],534 

6,992 
7,812 
8,559 
8,753 
9,136 
9,474 

to, 191 
10,932 
11 ,551 
11,761 
11,450 
11,227:: 

-~ Not available 

Notes: (1) Defined as vessels under 25 gross tons. However, Labrador 
floaters Include vessels over ~5 gross tons ; tr.ey ~re 
classified as Inshore because the floater vessel Is not 
the catching untt, but rather a carrying vessel. 

(2) This category Includes small schooners under 25 gross 
tons which were reported as part of the deep-sea fleet 
prior to 1951. After that they are tabulated as small 
motor boats, Labrador Floaters, and longllners. 

Sources: (1) Annual Reports of the Newfoundland Fisheries Board anq 
General Review of the Fisheries, 1937 to 1948, 
Departme.nt of Natural Resources, Nfld. Fisheries Board, 
St. John's. 

(2) Report on Men, Boats and Gear Emplo ed in Prtmar 
perat ons, 195 , 195 to 19 7, Economics_ B~anc ' 

Department of Flsherles of Canada, St. John s, Nfld. 
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this fishery has been prosecuted by an Increasing number of 

longllners, which are better equipped than the traditional 

floater vessel. The most significant change in effort has been 

the rapid increase In the number of smaller longliners since 

1960. These boats are much more expensive and better equipped 

than traditional open motor boatrand, therefore, account for 

greater average fishing effort. 

The value of capital equipment employed In the inshore 

cod fishery has steadfty Increased since '1954, the first year 

for which such data are available (Appendix 5). The most 

significant Increases have taken place after 1962. The data for 

these years support the contention that effort Is Increasing 

because some of the newer capital Is more efficient. 

The value of capital equipment per Inshore cod fishermen 

has also increased considerably over this period, see Appendix 6. 

With an Increase In the capital/labour· ratio, an Increase In 

output per man Is normally achieved. But, as we have already 

pointed out, the landed volume per man did not Increase, whereas 

rising prices caused the average landed value to Increase. 

Moreover, the landed volume and landed value produced per dollar of 

capital has fallen since 1954, Indicating declining physical and 

value output for inshore capital. (Appendix 7). 

(11) The Problem of Entry 

There Is no legal restriction (6) on entry to the 

Newfoundland inshore cod fisheries. Any person owning a boat and 

some fishing gear ts free to engage In cod fishing. If he does not 
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own a boat and/or fishing gear, he may join with other men for an agreed 

share of the catch. 

The trend In the numbers of Inshore cod fishermen has already 

been described. We also have pointed out that periods of rising 

average value and declining numbers of fishermen have been followed by 

periods when the opposite occurred. Both the average catch and numbers 

of fishermen Increased from 1962 to 1965 but thereafter fishermen 

declined In numbers while the average landed value rose. Information 

Is not available on these trends In 1968. 

This Increasing entry when returns (7) are rising Is slmlllar 

to the situation of excess profits described In the economic theory 

of a fishery. While the total number of men recovered somewhat ln each 

period of Increasing entry, the trend has been downward over time. 

However, each time this cycle occurred, more and more capital was brought 

Into use. We have stated on page ·S~thls means Increased effort has been 

exerted on this fishery despite the long run decline In numbers of men. 

If the price per pound of landings had not Increased, the revenue yields 

from the fishery would have been much lower. The 11constant dol1ar11 

landed value has moved downward In the last few years as shown In 

Apper.d!~ B. 

While Increasing returns have Influenced trends In entry, the 

average level of unemployment has probably played a more significant 

role. This Is the claim made by Copes (8), among others, In respect of 

the Newfoundland fisheries. 
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As shown In Chart 3, In the period 1949-56 there was a downward 

trend in the level of unemployment as well as In the numbers of inshore 

cod fishenmen, while average landed value was Increasing. Over the next 

five years there was an upward movement In the unemployment level and Jn 

the numbers of fishermen, but average landed value remained fairly 

constant. From 1962 to 1967 the level of unemployment again showed a 

downward trend; the number of men engaged rose untll 1964 and has fa lien 

since then. On the other hand during the last six years average returns 

have increased; the largest Increase was after 1965. These facts thus 

Indicate that alternative employment opportunities have somewhat more 

effect on entry than changes In average returns. It Is likely, therefore, 

that many men earn less than their opportunity cost In cod fishing when 

employment levels are rising. 

Other factors also have an Influence on the number of fishennen 

in general and cod fishermen In particular. These Include government 

policy announcements, isolation, lack of education and the psychology of 

the fishermen. They could have specific or momentary effects, for 

example, government policy announcements. Or they could have an absolute, 

or continuing effect as Jn the case of Isolation, education levels and 

psycho logy. 

To Illustrate the effect of government policy announcements we 

shall use the most obvious examples since Confederation. In 1951 the 

Provincial Government, during the election campaign, proclaimed a great 

.. , t " ndustrtal Development Revolut on • Fi shermen were told; 11Burn your 

boats." h b of Inshore cod fishermen decreased The following year t e num er 
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about 6,500. This decline In numbers has not been reversed even 

though little came of the Industrialization programme. 

In 1962, amidst much fanfare, the Provlnclal ·Government 

proclaimed a fisheries development policy, which It presented to the 

federal government. The numbers of fishermen began Increasing rather 

rapidly, perhaps In anticipation of Improvements In the fishery (9). 

However, by 1965 nothing concrete had come of this programme and a 

decline In numbers of fishermen again set ln. 

The early colonization policy of the British government 

resulted In a proliferation of small communities along the entire 

coast of Newfoundland. The Isolation of many of these settlements 

was a hard fact untl 1 recent years. In these locations fishing was, 

and remains, the only major source of employment, Removed from the 

regular labour market by this pattern of settlement, many men are held 

In the fishery even when other jobs are available. In the last five 

years road building and the Resettlement Programme have worked to 

remove many communities from the Isolation of the past. However, even 

today some ·communttles are still relatively Isolated and the effect on 

numbers of fishermen ls not yet completely eliminated. 

The lack of education has an effect on fishing Manpower 

sfmlltar to that of Isolation. Low education levels prevent many 

fishermen from obtaining jobs tn the regular labour markets even when 

knowledge of these opportun t ttes Is available. It also could be a 

stumbling block to Improvement In productivity by preventing the 

adoption of new fishing methods. The College of Fisheries, Navigation, 
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Marine Engineering and Electronics should eliminate most of thts second 

effect over time. 

Fishermen as a breed have particular psychological characteristics 

which cause them to remain fishing through bad years as well as good. 

Most fishermen are emotionally or romantically tied to the sea. Fishing 

has probably been a family tradition for many generations. In addition, 

they are gamblers but Incurable optimists always looking for the good 

catch next year (10). All these factors tend to hold men in the fishery 

even In the absence of Isolation, lack of education, etc. 

The problem of entry to the Inshore codflshery Is, therefore, a 

very complex one. While entry Is relatively unrestricted, outward 

movement Is hindered by several forces. Any development programme 

designed to Improve average returns through reduction of numbers must 

consider all factors which Influence entry to, or exit from the Inshore 

cod fishery (11). 

(111) The Problem of Technology and of the Resource. 

Technology used In the Inshore cod fi-shery and the resource base 

will be discussed together because In most fisheries the one can affect 

the other. The technology could be very efficient resulting in a quick 

depletion of a resource. Or the resource could have certain 

characteristics such as size or movements that make exploitation by 

certain technologies difficult or uncertain thus preventing economic 

utilization. 

The technology used In the Newfoundland Inshore cod fishery 

has changed little since 1937. The fishing gear has consisted of various 
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combinations of cod traps, trawls or longltnes, handlfnes, jiggers, and 

gift nets. Except for gftl nets there has been little change tn these 

fishing gears. The first gfll•nets were made of cotton; around 196o 

nylon was Introduced. In the last two or three years an Increasing 

number of monofilament gill nets are being used. 

Each of these gears are basically Immobile. Excluding 

handlfnes and jiggers, they must be set in the water and left for periods ,;: 

varying from hours to a day before hauling. Cod traps are the most 

Immobile for because of their size and shape they cannot be moved as 

quickly as trawls or gtllnets (12). See · FJ.gur.e 4. While handlines and 

Jiggers are not ftxed gear, they are not very efficient catching tools. 

The principal Inshore cod gears (13), traps, trawls or 

longllnes and glllnets, do not move with the boat as In the case of otter 

trawls. They are set In the water to walt for the cod. Only In recent 

years has fish finding equipment Influenced the use of longlin~s and 

glll·nets. 

Until the early 1950's, the main fishing craft was the open 

motor boat, usually less than 30 faet tong. Its operation was restricted 

by Its small size, lack of power and of seaworthiness In rough weather. 

There was no mechanical aids to navigation except the compass, no 

electronic fish finding equipment, and no mechanization of fishing gear 

such as powered gurdles. The open motor boats, therefore, compounded 

the Immobility of the fishing gears 4used. 

Shortly after Confederation a new type of boat called the 

d t d and modified from the 
longllner, or trap boat Jongllner. was a op e 

Th craft range In length 
Cape Island-type craft of the Maritimes. ese 
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from 35 to just over 50 feet. Diesel engines give more speed; power 

gurdles make the setting and hauling of gear quicker and less 

labourious. Electronic equipment such as radar, radio-telephone, 

and fish finders enable these vessels to venture farther from land 

and makes for more effective hunting of fish. Longllners being 

larger than motor-boats, are more seaworthy and the enclosed working 

areas can make fishing relatively comfortable. 

Various studies (14) have Indicated that this type of vessel 

provides higher average crew earnings than the open motor boat. The 

small longllner appears to have Increased fishing activity in such 

cases as the Bay de Verde fishery outside Baccalleu Island and the 

Twilllngate fishery some 20·25 miles from land. But this type of 

vessel Is still relatively little used In the Newfoundland Inshore 

cod fishery. Even though these vessels require less labour because 

of mechanization, only 798 men fished for cod In this type of craft 

In 1967, while the motor-boat- fleet was crewed by 13,572 cod 

fishermen (Table 6). Several reasons for the limited adoption of this 

type vessel can be advanced. 

These craft are expensive compared with the cost of the 

smaller motor-boat. Original costs range from $10,000 to $30,000 or 

more (15). Even with a government subsidy, many fishermen, no doubt, 

find the cost prohibitive. The prospect of paying off a loan on such 

a vessel is not a pleasant one conside.ring the general low and 

variable returns from fishing. As MacFarlane points out, a fisherman 

is notoriously slow to adopt new techniques; this constitutes a 
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TABLE 6 

NUMBER OF 
(1~ INSHORE OD FISHERMEN ON GIVEN TYPES OF BOATS 

BY YEARz NEWFOUNDLAND, 1~~Z·1~6z 

Small Labrador (2) 
Year Motor Boats Longl lners Floaters Other Total 

1937 17.444 2,500 490 20,434 
1938 20,852 2,440 529 23,821 
1939 20,834 2,333 429 23.596 
1940 19,058 2,029 286 21,373 
1941 15,217 1,746 254 17,217 ,. 

1942 15,758 1,500 105 17.363 
1943 17,213 1,832 108 19,153 

1944 19,363 1,873 150 21,386 

1945 21,895 1,902 201 23.998 
1946 23.229 1,629 209 25,067 

1947 25,010 1,521 220 26,751 

1948 25.595 1,140 155 26,890 ,, 

1949 22,170 3.388 100 25,658 
J . 

I 

1950 2,050 70 22,050 
~ 

1951 1,850 20,850 ij 
1952 13,959 12 227 14,198 

1953 13.239 27 167 13,433 ~ 1954 12,927 42 "44 13,013 

1955 12,602 42 12,560 

1956 12,186 39 12,199 

1957 13,808 45 13.853 

1958 15.575 75 43 15,693 

1959 15,629 153 18 15,800 

1960 15.390 168 63 15,621 

1961 15,268 141 144 15,553 

1962 16,072 174 277 16,523 

1963 17,058 255 340 17,653 

1964 17·,8or 336 483 18,620 

1965 16,527 387 476 17.390 

1966 14,561 594 425 15,580 

1~6z 1lt5Z2 z~s l4Z 14,z1z 

-· Not available Notes: (1) Defined as men fishing on boats under 25 gross tons. 
(2) See Table 5. 

Sources: (1) Annual Reeort of the Newfoundland Fisheries Board and 
General Review of the Ftshertesz 1937 to 1948, 
Department of Natural Resources, Newfoundiand Fisheries 
Board, St. John's. 

(2) Reeort on Henz Boats and Gear Emejo~ed In Prtmar~ 
02erattons, 1954, 1956 to 1967, Economic~ Branch, 
Canada Department of Flsherles, .St. Johns, Nfld. 
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paradox In his gambling nature (16). 

Certain conditions for profitable utilization of long'ltners 

have been stated by the writer elsewhere (17). They Include more 

distant fishing gi·ounds, the need for greater carrying capacity, and 

the possibility of fishing later Into the season. Usually these 

conditions have been met wholly or partly where longllners have been 

most successful. Consider the Port de Grave fishermen using longllners 

to prosecute the cod-trap fishery around Cape St. Francis. However, 

many cases of low utilization have been found to exist. This larger 

craft Is used to fish grounds usually covered by motor boats but the 

catch Is no larger. As mentioned on page 59 some Increase In fishing 

on more distant grounds has resulted from the use of longllners. 

However, In only a few cases, have these craft moved to other areas 

where fish were more plentiful than on the home grounds. 

Thus, the cost of new capital, unsuitability to some areas, 

slow adoption by fishermen, as well as lack of education and low 

returns from fishing all contribute to the small change In technology 

In this fishery. The effectiveness of the present fishing methods on 

the resource will be discussed In the following pages. 

Unfortunately, data on cod catches by type of gear are 

available only for the years 19P4 to 1966 for the following ICNAF 

Divisions 3K, 3L, 3Ps, 3Pn and 4R. See : Flgurel ). These Dlvisf.ons 

f dl d ast and along the coast of 
cover landings around the New oun an co 

Labrador from Blanc Sablon to Cape St. Charles. The data also Include 

11 r 25 
tons which are statistically defined 

landings by a 11 long ners ove · 

· .. 
' 
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as offshore vessels. The landings of these vessels are such they do 

not distort seasonal landings by Inshore gears but simply raise the 

overall percentage of cod landings by longllnes. These Divisions also 

exclude northern labrador where the cod trap Is the most important type 

of Inshore cod fishing gear. This depresses the percentage of landings 

taken by this type of gear. Allowing for these factors, the 

effectiveness of the Inshore gears may be Illustrated. 

The cod trap Is the most Important gear In the Inshore cod 

fishery in terms of amounts landed. However, Its use is very seasonal: 

Cod trap landings are made In a period of four months, May to 

September (18). Over 90 per ceftt of the annual landings by cod-traps 

are taken In June and July. See Table 7 and Appendices 9, 10 and 11 

as well as Chart 4. In these two months this gear produces the 

greatest percentage of the monthly cod landings as shown In Table 8 

and Appendices 12, 13 and 14. Despite Its importance, the cod-trap 

appears to be producing a declining annual catch. See Appendices 15, 

16, and 17. 

The cod trap Is such a major producer because It Is lngenously 

designed to trap the cod when theycome close to shore while following 

the caplln (19). However, this very characteristic also contributes 

to the seasonality of this gear. When the cod move off from the land 

In late July and early August, the cod trap cannot be used In the deep 

water. Indeed, the cod would unlikely be trapped at that time because 

It generally becomes sluggish after feeding on caplfn. The declining 

catches by cod traps are due to the Increased offshore fishing effort 

/ 
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TABLE z 
MONTHLY J'> INSHOR COD LANDINGS BY TYPE OF GEAR AS PERCENT OF 

ANNUAL TOTALS, ICNAF DIVISIONS, 3K, 3L, 3Ps, 3Pn AND 4R 

1~64-1~66 AVERAG~~ 

Total Causht B~ 
Month Catch T GN HL J LL Uninown 

January 0.6 ~ 0.4 2.0 1.5 

February 1.6 ~ 1.1 5.6 1.2 

March 1.9 ~ 0.8 6.5 1.8 

April 2.2 0.6 0.1 o.6 6.6 13.6 

May 3.6 2.1 4.0 ~ 6.4 5.3 20.3 

June 22.4 38.0 19.7 21.0 22.2 7.8 2.1 

July 33.7 53.7 38.3 21.3 31.1 10.7 1.2 

August 16.4 6.1 24.0 33.3 22.2 15.9 3.4 

September 10.0 0.1 9.9 20.1 9.0 18.9 2.8 

October 5.2 3.0 3.7 !~.9 14.2 3.9 

November 1.8 0.4 0.3 o.4 5.2 22.3 

December 0.7 ~ ~ 1.0 1.~ 25.8 
Amounts 
(

1000 lbs.) ~2o 148Z 10~,018 8!!,6~0 2zt~~2 10,122 882421 ~.2~4 

T- Cod Trap, GN- Gill Net, HL • Handline, J- Jiggers, LL- Longline 
and/or Trawl Line. 

IJ • ' ·Less than 0. i percent. 

Note: (1) Inshore here Includes all boats under 25 gross tons plus 
all Longllners over 25 gross tons. 

Source: Appendix 18 

./ 
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TABLE 8 
(1) 

PERCENTAGE OF MONTHLY INSHORE COD LANDINGS TAKEN BY TYPE OF GEAR, 

ICNAF DIVISIONS, 2K, ~L, ~Ps, ~Pn AND 4R, 1~64-1~66 AVERAGES 

Total Catch Percent Taken By 
Month {'000 lbs.l -T GN HL J LL Unknown 

January 1,838 0.6 2,2 94.6 2.7 

February 5,111 0.2 2.2 96.9 0.7 

March 5.955 0.6 1.3 97.1 1.0 

April 6,920 7.9 0.5 0,8 84.4 6.4 

May 11,556 18.7 29.5 o.1 5.6 40.3 5.7 

June 71,881 55.5 23.5 8.2 3.1 9.5 0.1 

July 107,897 52.3 30.4 5.5 2.9 8.8 ~ 

August 52,641 12.1 39.1 17.7 4.3 26.7 0.2 

September 32,012 0.3 26.6 17.6 2,9 52.3 0.3 

October 16,772 15.1 6.1 2 n 
.,JOY 75.1 o.a 

November 5.756 5.7 1,4 0.7 79.6 12.5 

December 2,148 0.9 0.2 4.7 55.3 38,8 

Totals ~2o,48z l2s8 26.z 8sZ l-2 2z.6 1.0 

T- Cod Trap, GN- Gill Net, HL- Handline, J- Jiggers, LL- Longline 
and/or Trawl Lfne. 

s =Less than 0.1 per cent. 

Notes (1) Inshore here includes all boats under 25 gross tons plus all 
longlfners over 25 gross tons. 

Source: As per Table 7~ 
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which Is reducing the numbers of fish migrating within the reach of 

this gear (See Page14.). Indeed, Templeman appears rather pessimistic 

about future landings from cod traps (20). 

In recent years glllnets have somewhat supplemented the 

amount of cod taken by cod traps. The use of gill nets has been 

encouraged by a 50 per cent subsidy Instituted by the Provincial 

Government in 1962. This type of gear catches the larger, ·older 

f fsh which are not taken by cod-traps. The g i 11 net does not 

produce as great a quantity of fish, but does have a longer operating 

period than the cod trap. The gill net can take cod from March to 

December but the amounts taken In these two months are Insignificant. 

Over 80 per cent of annual landings by this type of gear are made In 

the period June to August. See Chart 5. It Is the major catching 

unit for the month of August only. While landings from glllnets have 

been Increasing over the last few years, this trend will likely be 

reversed when the stock of fish now taken by glllnets is reduced In 

average size (21). The gfllnet has the following advantages over the 

cod trap: It can catch cod In the deeper water to which they move 

In late July or early August; it can also be used to fish other 

species, notably turbot, whereas the cod•trap takes virtually nothing 

of commercial Importance but cod. 

The longline, or line trawl, Is the third major fishing 

gear used In the cod fishery, and appears to be the most oonsistant 

producer. See Chart 6. While the data somewhat overstates the 

importance of this gear to the Inshore fishery, its seasonal pattern 

/ 
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is not really affected. The longline is most important before and 

after the trap fishery. It is the major catching unit each month 

from January to May and from September to December. From July to 

October approximately 60 per cent of the annual landings by 

longlines are made. However, the landings by this gear also appear 

to be declining. This is due mainly to the fact that longllnes are 

being partly replaced by gill nets and a decline in the numbers of 

fish available to longlines. The latter factor is likely to be 

even more significant in the future (22). 

Handlines and jiggers are minor types of cod gear, catching 

about ten per cent of the annual cod landings. The handline is the 

raore seasonal of the two, catching about 95 per cent of its annual 

landings from June to September. See Chart 7. Some landings by 

jiggers are made in all months, with about 75 per cent of the gear's 

annual total being taken from June to August. The two gears do not 

account for the greatest percentage of landings in any month. These 

gears are completely manual and in most cases are used as a 

complement to another type of gear. They are an unimportant part 

of the inshore catching technology. 

The catching gears of the Newfoundland inshore cod fishery 

are essentially dependent on the behaviour of the cod for success or 

failure . They lack the element of pursuit, which is characteristic 

of otter trawls·, the mainstay of the deepsea fleet. Cod traps are 

efficient when the cod is near the shore, but are of no use when the 

,. 
I' 
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inshore waters cool and the fish move off Into deep water. 

Gillnets and longltnes can catch fair quantities at this time. The 

gtllnet, however, Is dependent upon fish of a certain size. The 

longllne Is also dependent upon large fish to some extent, but Is 

even more dependent for Its catches upon the amount of natural 

food available to the cod and upon a constant supply of batt. The 

last statement Is also true of handllnes and jiggers. 

All the above gears are dependent upon the amount of 

fish that comes Into coastal waters each year. In turn, this 

amount, whether In numbers, size, or absolute weights, Is affected 

by the ar.~unt of fish caught In offshore waters by larger fishing 

vessels from Canada and the other fishing countries (23). 

Newfoundland Inshore cod landings are made mainly from 

ICNAF Sub-Areas 2 and 3, as shown In Map 1. Total landings by all 

countries from these two sub-areas Increased from 389,000 metric 

tons round weight in 1952 to 837,000 metric tons round weight in 

1966 (24). The greatest Increase occurred In Sub-Area 2 where 

338,000 metric tons were taken in 1966 compared with 61,000 metric 

tons In 1952. Newfoundland's total cod landings (Inshore and 

offshore) from the entire Convention Area declined from 219,000 

metric tons to 188,000 metric tons over the same period. The 

decline In Newfoundland's landings is totally accounted for by the 

inshore cod fishery (25). 

The Inshore cod fishery Is, therefore, producing less 

because of increasing landings of cod on offshore grounds. Even 
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If this were not the case, the Inshore fishery could expect 

declining returns as Its own effort Increases. Increasing 

offshore landings cause, and witt continue to cause, declining 

Inshore returns, while Increasing costs per unit of output can 

also be expected to continue. The unit catching costs have been 

Increasing due to Increasing use of higher valued fishing gear 

and boats. This Increase In capital has not been offset by a 

decline In labour employed. 

The Inshore fishing effort Is designed to take advantage 

of the biological behaviour of the cod, but It Is also easily 

hindered by this same behaviour. Over time the amount of cod 

available to this fishery will be reduced by the offshore effort 

as we!! as Its own. Therefore, regulation of effort In this 

fishery Is unlikely to have many advantages if· the cod fishing 

effort by all countries ln .the North-west Atlantic is not 

contro 11 ed, 

Before examining the overall fishery policy of past and 

present governments, we shall look briefly at the economic effects 

of the present regulations Imposed on the Inshore cod fishery, 

(tv) Economic Effects of Cod Fishery Regulations 

Regulations imposed on a fishery usually have some 

specific purpose such as conservation of the resource, protection 

of vested interests, safety of those engaged, etc. (26). Of 

course, 

control 

the economic objective of fishery regulations is to 

effort (and hence fishing cost) so that the differences 
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between total revenue and total t f h cos or t e fishery is 

maximized. In this light Jet us look at the economic effects 

of the regulations governing the Newfoundland inshore cod 

fisheries. 

As evident from our previous summarization of the 

Newfoundland cod fishery regulations, emphasis Is placed on 

controlling the types of gear used rather than the amount of 

effort employed. We shall, therefore, comment on the effects 

of the regulations In order of their importance. 

The extensiveness of the cod fishery regulations 

dealing with cod traps stem from the Importance of this gear 

in the Inshore cod fishery. This Importance is slowly 

diminishing with declining total Inshore cod landings and 

landings by cod traps, see page 63. Therefore, some of the 

effects of these regulations have probably less overall 

Importance now than In the past. As cod trapping continues to 

decline, the number of local committee controlled areas will 

probably decrease. The consequence of such a free·for•all 

situation will probably be Jess serious in the future when the 

number of traps will likely continue declining. 

The most significant effect of the cod trap regulations, 

and especially of the local area rules, Is their contribution to 

orderly fishing. The restriction on closeness of traps and other 

cod gear prevents overcrowding of Inshore fishing areas. The 

rules governing holding of berths In open areas gives the working 
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fisherman some assurance of having hfs gear left unmolested by 

others. Indeed, when he claims a berth subject to the conditions 

of the Regulations, and ffshes it in accordance with them, he has a 

sort of quasi-property rfght to that section of the fishing ground 

for that trapping season. 

The regulations whfch apply to cod trap fishing In local 

committee areas have two mafn features: (1) The drawing of cod trap 

berths gives the residents a preferred quasl•property right to 

select the best berths, or even all the berths, fn that area before 

outsiders have any chnnce to ffsh, (2) The drawing and subsequent 

licencing of berths eliminates the need to scramble for the best 

locations when the season starts. In uncontrolled areas crews will 

often set part or all of a trap very early fn the season to retafn 

a prime berth only to have it badly da~~ged by a storm or Ice. 

The practice of drawing trap berths adds another element 

of uncertatnlty to an already risky business. A cod trap operator 

may not draw one of the better prime berths. Or he may draw a berth 

that his trap is unsuitable for fishing because of size or other 

physical characteristics (27). In the tatter case .he may be able to 

exchange his unsuitable berth with another operator If the majority 

of the committee approves. However, this element of risk must be 

balanced against that of scrambling for berths in an open area. 

Indeed, fishermen seem to favour thfs result of the controlled area 

regulations (i.e. the orderly ffshfng aspect) over a free·for·all 

scramble (28). 
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Only in unusual cases would the dra\'lltag for cod trap 

berths restrict the fishing effort by this type of gear. In the 

controlled areas there are usually more than enough locations where 

traps can be fished. Even If the elegfble residents did not draw 

all the trap berths, any operator from another area Is free to fish 

an unused ~nlfcenced berth. When the fishermen of Port de Grave 

began building their fleet of longlfners, their main fishing 

grounds were the unused unlfcenced cod traps berths fn the Cape St. 

Francis areu. The local fishermen were not drawing berths at that 

time because of employment opportunities at Fort Pepperrell Air Force 

Base. The Port de Grave men were then free to come and set traps In 

these berths. When the base at Pepperrell closed, the local men 

returned to fishing and the prime berths in that area were again 

~,~ . drawn for and Hcenced. This prevented the Port de Grave men from 

fishing the best berths In that area and.they were forced to look 

elsewhere for good fishing grounds. 

The control of cod trapping by local committees might be 

the basts for restricting this type of fishing effort if such a 

measure were decided upon In the future. Th~ number of licences for 

each committee area (29) could be fixed and only that number of traps 

allowed in any given year. The number of traps fished could be 

reduced, if desired, by not re-issuing 1f cences for berths whIch were 

licenced but not fished fn the previous year. Or when a cod-trap 

operator left the fishery, the number of berths could be reduced 

.:;~ the following year by allowing this licence to lapse. 
·-:~ 
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The mesh sizes for cod traps and cod gill nets are 

Intended to allow fish below a ·certain size to escape these gears. 

In recent years the cod caught In traps has been of~ very small 

size. As a result, trap crews experience considerable difficulty 

selling their catches to freezing plants, This small fish when 

salted produces mainly small-sized low-valued grades, This could 

be a fafrly good case for Increasing the size of cod-traps mesh to 

allow even more of these small fish to escape, 

The gill net has been catching the larger cod because of 

Its large mesh size. Some fishermen have claimed these nets are 

taking breeding fish but the facts are more likely that fish which 

eluded other inshore gears are being taken by gill-nets. We have 

already mentioned that landings by gill nets will likely decline 

when the numbers of fish large enough to be caught In a 5 Inch mesh 

decrease. The mesh size could be reduced to compensate for this 

but In terms of overall longrun efficiency this might not be 

justified without some restriction on the total number of nets 

employed (30), 

The restrictions on, or the complete prohibition of, 

certain types of gear tn specified areas are examples of what Scott 

ca 11 s 11na ut t ca 1 1 uda t sm11 (31) , Users of one type of gear, usua 11 Y 

a traditional type, wish to prevent the use of more efficient types 

of gear, In the Newfoundland cases, it is the handling crews that 

object to the other types of gear. In the Harbour Grace Island 
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area cod traps are legislated against, while In the Fermeuse and 

Renews areas, line trawls are prohibited during the best fishing 

period. This type of restrictive measure is now confined to the 

three areas mentioned. Since they have no real economic advantage, 

support for such controls Is gradually declining. 

The various Inshore cod fishery regulations contribute 

little to attaining economic fishing effort. The restrictions 

placed on total effort are so minor as to be of little value In 

producing Increased economic returns from this fishery. If such a 

goal is even to be approached In the future, the employment of men 

and equipment tn this fishery must be reduced or, at least, 

controlled. The effects of offshore effort on the cod stocks 

available In Inshore gears makes some such procedure even more 

vita 1. 

In terms of Gordon's model, the inshore cod fishery in 

the long run will experience declining returns and increasing 

costs. If we take the effect of offshore fishing as an externality 

to the inshore sector, the stock of cod that becomes available to 

the Inshore fishery can be considered a controllable parameter for 

1t. If offshore effort Is controlled, the inshore segment can 

expect a roughly constant, or even a slightly Increasing, amount of 

cod being available over time. If not, the inshore fishery will 

have to control Its exploitation of a decreasing supply of codo 

How these situations may be handled will be dealt with In 

Chapter V11. 
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We shall briefly discuss the main government fisheries 

policies and their effects on the inshore cod fishery before 

concluding our analysts of this fishery. 

(V) The Effects of Government Fishery Policy. 

In this section we shall be mainly concerned with the 

effect of government fishery policy on the amount of effort 

employed In the inshore cod fishery. In other words, have the 

assistance policies of government resulted in any improvements 

in the net economic returns from this fishery? 

The content of government financial assistance to the 

fishing industry has had two distinct phases since 1930. Under 

Commission of Government the main aim was to stabilize prices to 

fishermen by instituting orderly marketing procedures for salted 

cod. Little was done to Increase production at the primary level 

during this period. Since Confederation one of the main aims of 

government assistance has been to increase the capital base of 

the primary sector. The chief objective of the bounty plans of the 

1950's was to encourage the use of larger and more mobile boats. 

This probably was based on the need to reduce the number of inshore 

fishermen. However, the Inshore Fisheries Assistance Programme 

can only encourage more men to enter the inshore cod fishery. 

All the post-Confederation fisheries assistance plans of 

both federal and Newfoundland governments have tended also to 

reduce some fishing ;osts to fishermen. With the absence of 
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legal restrictions on entry, these plans have contributed to 

keeping men In the inshore fishery. Little diversification of 

fishing methods has been achieved. The Inshore fishery is still 

prosecuted mainly by men in open motor boats even though in 

recent years there has been a substantial increase In the 

Jongllner and trawler fleets. Gear subsidies also have tended 

to Increase the number of gill nets and longllnes employed but 

they have not Increased total or average Inshore cod landings. 

Up to the present, therefore, government assistance has 

worked at cross purposes with the needs of the Inshore cod 

fishery. While men and capital should have been drawn out of 

this fishery, they have encouraged and enabled to continue In or 

to enter an uneconomic Industry. 

We can now briefly restate the economic problems of the 

Newfoundland Inshore cod fishery In terms of the economic and 

biological theory of fishery exploitation outlined in 

Chapters 11 and 111. 

V1. The problem of Inshore Cod Fishery Restated, 

This fishery has been subject to declining physical 

returns over the last 30 years. Real value returns have also 

tended to decline in the past years. The value of capital 

employed has also been increasing steadily indicating higher 

levels of fishing effort and fishing cost. The landed value per 

inshore cod fishermen has remained low mainly because too much 

labour and capital is used on a declining stock of fish. Offshore 
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fishing effort has contributed to this decline in stocks thus 

reinforcing the adverse effects of the Inshore fishery's own 

effort. 

The inshore fishing gears, despite their Immobility, 

have been able to exert more effort than Is needed to take the 

amount of cod landed. The l~atsh Co11111isslon stated In 1953 that 

"If the productivity of the primary fishing industry as a whole 

were raised to that of the most efficient current operations, 

i.e. dragging and longlinlng, the present annual catch of cod 

fish (approx. 500,000,000 pounds) could be landed by 2,000 men 

••• '' (32). The problem still is one of reducing the amount of 

labour and capital (and hence cost) in this fishery. 

Present regulations do little to restrict total Inshore 

cod fishing effort. The various governmental financial 

assistance programmes have contributed to an Increase rather 

than a decrease in effort. This may not be completely due to 

the form of these programmes as one writer has pointed out (33). 
Posi+1ue. 

lfAnet returns from the Inshore cod fishery are to be 

achieved or even approached, effort (cost) must be reduced. This 

may be a bitter pill when other employment opportunities are 

relatively scarce. The solution will have to be found in drawing 

away labour and capital from this fishery in such a manner that 

the most efficient operators remain. \·Jhen the number remaining 

is at a more economic level increases in effort must be prevented 

or the gains achieved will be wiped out again. The Pacific 
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Halibut fishery would be a good example of a situation to be 

avoided. In that fishery, quotas have Increased the total catch; 

but wlth no other limit on effort the fishery has become 

overcapitalized (34). A licencing system simillar to that now 

being enforced In the British Columbia salmon fishery (35) might 

be a method of reducing and controlling fishing effort in the 

Inshore cod fishery. 

We have now concluded our analysis of the Inshore cod 

fishery. An examination of the offshore cod fishery wilt serve 

to set the Inshore sector In a better perspective. This wt 11 be 

the subject of the next chapter. 
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v '· The Newfoundland Offshore Cod Fishery 

The Newfoundland offshore cod fishery cannot be analysed 

e ns ore co ishery. This is because of in the same manner as th i h d f 

several factors: 

(I) Cod fishing Is only a small part of the total 

activity of the offshore fleet. 

(ii) Newfoundland vessels exert only a small part of 

the total offshore cod fishing effort. Any 

discussion of optimizing this fishery must 

consider the different income and cost 

relationships of all the countries involved. 

As Crutchfield points out, optimization under 

these conditions is unlikely to be possible, 

or lead to a number of solutions (1). 

We shall, therefore, discuss the Newfoundland offshore cod fishery 

in Isolation from the total cod fishery of the Northwest Atlantic. 

A further qualification is also necessary. The offshore 

cod fishery is defined by the Canada Department of Fisheries as 

including the attlvltles of all fishing vessels over 25 gross tons 

(excluding Labrador floater vessels). The offshore fleet, therefore, 

includes longliners over 25 gross tons and the smaller inshore otter 

draggers. These vessels are not deep sea craft; their activities 

could be classified as inshore. In our ensuing discussion of the 

offshore cod fishery we shall concentrate mainly on the larger otter 

trawlers and ignore the activities of these smaller craft, because 

these are really covered by the preceding chapter. 

.. ·· 
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(f) The General Characteristics 

Prior to 1945, the deepsea fishery for cod was carried on 

by the masted banking schooners. This fleet declined in numbers 

from 1937 to 1945. After that year there was a brief resurgence, 

but falling salted fish prices and the growth of the otter trawt~r 

fleet led to the disappearance of bankers by 1952 (Sae Table 9}. 

The banking fleet was concerned solely with catching cod 

which was salted on board. Batted gear was the catching equipment 

used. In the period 1937 to 1967, the largest annual offshore 

landings of cod were made by the banking fleet of 1937 when 104 

million pounds were taken. 

The first otter trawlers were acquired in 1945. The main 

part of this fleet, however, was obtained after Confederation, with 

the greatest acquisition taking place in the 1960's. These vessels 

are owned by the larger fish freezing companies. 

Offshore cod landings have declined In volume since 1937 

(See Appendix 1). From 1937 to 1953 the trend In landings was 

downward as the banking fleet slowly went out of existence. 

Landings were fairly stable throughout the 1950's and early sixties. 

An upsurge in offshore cod landings occurred after 1962, was halted 

briefly In 1967, but resumed again In 1968 (2). 

The catch of the banking fleet was directed to the salted 

fish market. Consequently, as we mentioned above, this fleet 

disappeared as the price of and demand for salted fish declined. 

The catch of the deepsea otter trawlers supplies raw material mainly 

for production of frozen fish products. Since freezing plants 
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(
1
) TABLE 9 

NUMBER OF OFFSHORE VESSELS, BY TYPE, FISHING COD, BY YEAR, 

Year 

1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

NEWFOUNDLAND, 1931-1967 

longltners 

15 
28 
28 

28 
28 
28 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
30 
31 
32 
37 
44 

Danish Otter 
Seiners Trawlers 

2 
1 
4 
9 

12 
13 
16 
20 
27 

9 31 
8 34 
8 30 
6 28 
6 27 
8 26 
6 29 
8 30 
5 31 
4 42 
3 44 

55 
53 
70 

Bankers 

137 
120 
116 
100 
95 
57 
64 
74 
66 

82 
92 
68 
53 
40 

2 
4 

Total 

137 
120 
116 
100 
95 
57 
64 
74 
68 
83 
96 
77 
65 
53 
33 
52 
55 
68 
70 
66 
63 
62 
63 
64 
67 
65 
76 
78 
87 
90 

114 

Note: (1) Defined as vessels over 25 gross tons. 

Sources: (1) Annual Report of the Newfoundland Fisheries Board and 
General Review of the Fisheries, 1937 to 1948, 
Department of Natural Resources, St. John

1

s. 

(2) Re ort on Men Boats and Gear E lo ed in Prtmar 
Operations 1954, 1956 to 1967, Economics Branch, Canada 
Department of Fisheries, St. John

1
s, Nfld. 
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process other species besides cod and can also obtain cod from 

the Inshore fishery, offshore landings of this species have 

tended to be lower than In the days of the banking fleet. 

For the same reasons, cod has formed a relatively 

small part of the total offshore landings since 1953. Over 

the last fifteen years landings of cod have averaged 21 per cent 

of the total catch by offshore vessels, as shown In Table 10. 

Since cod can also be obtained from Inshore fishermen, trawler 

operators have used their fleets to supply species not available 

In quantity from the Inshore fishery. The two main species 

processed by freezing plants but not available In sufficient 

quantity Inshore are flounders and redflsh. 

As the composition of the offshore fleet changed, 

the number of men engaged declined from a high of 1,839 In 1937 

to a low of 341 In 1951, and then rose to 1,229 by 1967 (See 

Table 11). The offshore fleet became less labour Intensive 

since the disappearance of bankers. However. the otter trawler 

fleet has an average crew size about the same as the banker fleet 

had between 1937 and 1952. 

Despite the change In the offshore fleet, the cod 

landings per man declined after the end of the banktn; fl eet~ 

until In 1964 the landings of the previous high year (1947) were 

surpassed. See Appendix 3. However, since the otter trawlers 

do not specialize In catching cod, this Is not an Indication of 

the total performance of the offshore fleet. It Is rather a 
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OFFSHORE COD, HADDOCK, FLOUNDERS, AND REDF ISH IJ\NO 1 NGS, --:>, ~~· ··_'/ 

Year 

1953 

1954 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

Source: 

AS PERCENT OF TOTAL OFFSHORE LANDINGS, 

NEWFOUNDLAND, BY YEAR, 1953 TO 1967 

Cod Haddock Flounders 

15.9 18.9 28.6 

21.4 47.0 11.5 

21.3 45.5 16.7 

12.4 51.1 18.0 

17.3 43.7 22.4 

14.4 31.6 26,7 

21.0 30.3 31.7 

17.3 24.0 40,2 

18.6 33.2 27.2 

16.2 28.6 27.9 

20.6 8.9 35.9 

28.4 5.8 40.0 

26.7 2.5 42.2 

25.2 1.5 42.7 

19.6 1.3 51.7 

Department of Fisheries cf Canada, 
Economics Branch, St. John's, Nfld. 

Redflsh Other 

36.3 0.3 

19.4 0.7 

15.7 o.8 

17.9 0.5 

15.7 Oo6 

26.5 o.a 
15.6 1.4 

17,6 0.9 

19.9 1.1 

25.6 1.6 

33.0 1.6 

24.5 1.2 

27.7 0.9 

29.2 1.4 

25.6 1.9 
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measure of the amount of effort this fleet has exerted on cod-fishing. 

Each year since 1953 the offshore fleet has sought other species more 

than cod. From 1954 to 1958, and 1961 to 1962, haddock was the main 

species sought (3). Siml1arly, flounders \'Jere the main species In 

1959-60, and 1963 to 1967. Redfish, \-Jas mainly sought in 1953 only, 

but between 1956 and 1967 it was sought more than cod. 

The total value of offshore cod landings has increased 

steadtly since 1931. See Appendix 1. l~hile the bankers were 

eliminated because of falling salted fish prices, the offshore fleet 

has enjoyed rising average prices over the last 31 years. See 

Appendix 4. Before 1966 the favourable Incomes of the offshore fleet 

can be attributed to good market prices for fresh frozen products. 

However, in the last two years, when the latter market prices began 

to decline, the problem of keeping crews on trawlers was one factor 

in the policy of sustaining prices for landed fish. As a result of 

rising landed value and the overall decline in the number of offshore 

cod fishermen, the average landed value has increased several times 

since 1937. 

From 1964 to 1967, there was a large increase in the amount 

of capital invested in the offshore fleet. See Appendix 5. Almost 

all of this increase has been in larger, more powerful stern otter 

trawlers. In these years there was also a substantial increase in 

the amount of capital available to each offshore fishermen. Even 

though the offshore fleet seeks other species more than cod, this 

increased capitalization has increased output in the offshore cod 

fishery. 
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The offshore cod fishery has, ther9fore, beg~n to recover 

in terms of landings and employment of men over the last few years. 

However, since this offshore fleet is mainly a supplier of raw 

material for freezing, the continuation of these trends wiii depend 

on this demand for cod as a raw material and the amount supplied by 

the inshore fishery. We have already discussed the possibility of 

the inshore fishery's supplying less cod in the future. If cod 

landings should be required on the same level as the last few years, 

then the offshore otter trawlers will have to produce greater catches 

of this species. Studies conducted by the Department of Fisheries of 

Canada In 1966 and 1967 showed these vessels experience some 

economic difficulties (4). We shall now examine the problems which 

must be solved tf trawlers are to economically fulfill the expected 

requirements of cod landings. 

(it) Some Problems of the Otter Trawler Fleet. 

The present fleet of otter trawlers are owned and operated 

by several of the fish freezing companies. They are Intended 

primarily to supply species which cannot be obtained Inshore or be 

supplied by that source for only limited periods. These fleets are 

part of the vertical integration of some processing firms. Any losses 

from trawler operations must be absorbed by the processing activity. 

The otter trawler fleets should be operated only when the processing 

losses that might be Incurred if they were not employed, are greater 

than the trawler losses. However, to achieve economic efficiency, 

both operations should operate at the point where the marginal cost 

and the marginal revenue of each are equal. 
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The extent of the problems encountered by the otter 

trawler fleet is reflected in Table 12. Both the 120 foot and 

130 foot side-trawlers operated at losses in 1966 and 1967. The 

Stern-trawlers also operated at a loss in 1967, the first year for 

which data are available on their operations. The average age of 

the side-trawlers studied in 1966 was three years while in 1967 

the average age was four years. The average age of the stern

trawlers covered in the 1967 Costs and Earnings Study was one year. 

It is very likely that the average performance of the entire side-

trawler fleet is even poorer than indicated in Table ~2. The older 

vessels of this fleet will have more lost fishing time because of 

mechanical breakdowns, shortage of crew members, etc. On the other 

hand, the stern-trawler fleet may operate a little better than 

indicated by the 1967 Study as the first year of operation Is usually 

hindered by breaking-in problems. 

It is physically impossible for both size classes of 

side~trawlers to break even with the cost and revenue parameters 

operating in 1966 and 1967. Based on the average performance of 

these two years the 120 foot side-trawler would need an increase of 

10,371,250 pounds of landings annually to eliminate the boat loss 

shown In Table 12. The actual annual landings (1966-67) average of 

this size class of trawler are 5,676,379 pounds. Therefore, if 

average revenue and average variable costs remain the same, an 

increase of 183.7 per cent in output must be achieved for this class 

of trawler to cover Variable and Fixed Costs excluding a return to 

capital employed. 
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TABLE 12 

SUMMARY OF AVERAGE FINANCIAL OUTCOMES FOR SELECTED SIDE TRA\o/LERS, 

1966, and 1967, AND FOR STERN TRAWLERS, 1967, NEWFOUNDLAND 

Total Receipts 

Cash Expenditures 

1966 
Side Trawlers 

120 ft. 130 ft. 
($) ($) 
151,375 189,221 

1967 
Side Trawlers 

120 ft. 130 ft. 
($) ($) 

141,226 137,158 

Stern 
Trawlers 

($) 
174,188 

Maintenance & Repairs 32,670 36,283 30,234 51,499 

Other Operating 
Expenses 

Fixed Charges 

Total 

Net Returns to Labour 
and Capital 

Less: 

Payments to Crew 

Boat Share 

Less: Depreciation 

Net Earnings of Boat 

35.044 51.958 32,598 40,011 

30,615 13,890 32,612 18,168 

98,329 102,131 95,444 101,722 

53,046 87,090 45,782 35.436 

39.338 

29,997 

120,834 

53.354 

62,808 78,070 61,574 65,932 86,492 

•9r762 9,020 ·15,792 -30,496 ·33,138 

20,412 20,538 20,411 22,217 33,322 

-30,174 -11,518 -36,203 -52,713 -66,460 

Note:(l) In 1966 three 120 foot and six 130 foot side trawlers were 
covered· in 1967 three 120 foot and five 130 foot side 
trawler~ and three 148 foot stern trawlers were included. 

Source: Proskie, J., Costs and Earnings of Selected Fishing Enterprises, 
Newfoundland, Canada Department of Flsherles, Ottawa, 
Preliminary Report, 1966 and 1967, Table 5 (Appendix) 
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Table 13 contains a breakeven calculation for 120 foot 

side-trawlers which is also shown In Chart 8. Average revenue 

(price per pound of landings) was fixed at 3.5 cents compared with 

the actual revenue of 2.58 cents. Average variable cost was set at 

2.25 cents per pound compared with the actual 2.26 cents. The fixed 

charges and depreciation allowances were taken as the actual amounts 

(5). A return to capital of 7 per cent was added. With these 

revenue and cost parameters this class of trawler must land 7,272,000 

pounds of fish annually to break even. This represents a 28 per cent 

increase over actual performance. 

The crucial fa~ors in this projected performance are: 

increased landings, Increased average revenue and decreased average 

variable cost. If all, or any of these goals cannot be achieved, 

this type of vessel will not be economical to operate. We shall now 

look more closely at each of these factors and determine whether the 

necessary changes are possible. 

The amount of fish landed annually depends upon: the number 

of trips made, the number of days at sea, the number of days fished, 

as well as the nUmber of hours fished and the rate of catch per trip, 

day at sea, day fished and hour fished. A poor performance in any of 

these areas will mean lower annual catches. 

To be used effectively, an otter trawler should at least 

reach the "80 per cent avallabi lity leve1"(6) In days at sea, days 

fished and hours fished. In Table 14 the actual utilization in these 

areas Is compared with the 80 per cent bench mark. 

- .. - -· ·-···· 
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TABLE 13 

COMPARISON OF ACTUAL FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 

WITH A PROJECTED BREAKEVEN PERFORMANCE 

FOR NFLD. 120 FOOT SIDE TRAWLERS 

Actua I 

Annual Land I ngs ( 1 bs.) 5,676,379 

Average Revenue (¢) 2,58 

Total Revenue ($) 146,300 

Average Variable Cost (¢) 2.26 

Total Variable Cost ($j2) 127,464 
(3) 

Fixed Expenses & Depreciation ($) 52,024 

Return to Capital ($) ·33, 188 

Breakeven 

7,272,000 

3.50 

254,520 

2.25 

163,620 

52,000 
(4) 

38,900 

Notes: (1) Based on 1966 and 1967 data contained In Costs and Earnings 
~Selected Fishing Enterprises, Newfoundland. 

(2) Variable cost Is takcrt as Maintenance and Repair and Other 
Operating Expenditures plus payments to crew. See Table 1'2~ . 

(3) Taken as given tn Table 12~ . 

(4) Taken as 7 per cent of total capital invested, includes 
subsidy payments. 

Source: As per Table 12. 
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The 120 foot side-trawler ts beiow par in all these 

utilization areas. However, if these rates of use can be 

attained, the breakeven catch Is within reach. As Table 14 

shows, the breakeven rate of catch for most of these operating 

parameters does not significantly vary from the actual. However, 

tf the vessel can fish for 80 per cent of the available fishing 

hours, the catch per hour can be reduced by 30 per cent. As 

there seems to be no Immediate danger of reduced catch per unit 

of effort for these vessels, achieving greater utilization Is, 

therefore, the main concern In the short run. 

The number of days at sea should depend mainly upon the 

vessel's being In working order and sufficient crew members available. 

These vessels are fairly seaworthy, and only major storms should 

keep them In port. Annual refft and the Christmas lay-over should 

take 28 days. Turn-around time between trips should be 29 days 

a year. The bench mark (290 days at sea), therefore, leaves 18 

days for unexpected mechanical troubles. This should be ample 

for any well maintained craft. 

Therefore, the major factor tn attatntng 290 days at 

sea will be the avallabtltty of crew members. The Costs and 

Earnings Study Indicates this may cause considerable lost fishing 

time as well as poor performance fn other areas XSee Page 96). 

In 1966 the turnover of crew members on 120 foot side trawlers 

was as follows: 
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Normal Range In Total Men 
Trawler Crew No. Men oer Trip E!!JelO:ted 

1 14 11-14 20 

2 14 11-13 38 

3 14 10-14 26 

The average ratio of total men employed to normal crew was 

2.4:1. The most frequent causes of turnover were men quitting the 

vessels or absenteeism. The turnover of crew members is also 

reflected In the number of trips made with different sizes of crew 

by these vessels in 1966 and 1967: (7) 

Size of Crew 
1966 

Number of Tries 
1967 

11 4 3 

12 35 24 

13 35 b.-7 

14 6 4 

15 

Only 7.6 per cent of the trips were made wlth a full crew 

of 14 men in 1966. In 1967 this class of trawler has a full crew 

only 6.3 per cent of the time. The remainder of the time these 

trawlers were understaffed and hence could not be operating in an 

efficient manner. This problem of crewing side trawlers must be 

solved if these vessels are to be fishing effectively for the maximum 

periods of time. 

The number of days fished depends upon the number of days 

required to sail to and from the fishing grounds; the total number 

of days at sea and time lost due to stormy ·weather encountered at sea. 

l .... 

I 
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TABlE 14 

COMPARISON OF ACTUAL AND A PROJECTED BREAKEVEN OPERATING 

EFFaCIENCY OF NEWFOUNDLAND 120 FOOT SIDE TRAWlERS 

Annual Landings (lbs.) 

Number of Trips 

Landings per Trip (lbs.) 
(2) 

Number of Days at Sea 

Catch per Day at Sea (lbs.) 
(3) 

Number of Days Fished 

Catch per Day Fished (lbs.) 
(4) 

Number of Hours Fished 

Catch per Hour Fished (lbs.) 

Days at Sea per Trip 

Hours Fished per Day at Sea 

Hours Fished per Day Fished 

Actual 

5,676,379 

26.5 

214,203 

237.5 

23,901 

193 

29,411 

2,442 

8.96 

10.28 

12.65 

Breakeven 

7,272,000 

29 

250,758 
(5) 

290 

25,076 

232 

31,345 

4,454 

1,633 

10 

15 

19 

(Notes: (1) Based on 1966 and 1967 data contained in "Costs and 
Earnings of Selected Fishing Enterprises, Newfoundland." 

(2) From date sailed to date< landed. 

(3) Days in which catching operations take place. Could 
be different from days on grounds If vessel must 
heave to because of stormy weather. 

(4) Hours tn whtch catching operation take place. 

(5) Calculated at "80 per cent avat1ability level". 
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Another factor wtll be the working condition of the ship's engines, 

equipment and ftshtng gear. Due to the proximity of the fishing 

grounds, salting to and from port should not take more than two 

days per trip for Newfoundland 120 foot trawlers. Because of 

these ~e,sels 1 seaworthiness, stormy weather should not frequently 

prevent fishing, while good maintenance procedures should eliminate 

lost fishing time at sea. Efficiently maintained and operated 

vessels should have no major difficulty fishing 80 per cent of the 

days they are at sea. 

In terms of actual catching the number of hours fished 

will be crucial. If a vessel fished 232 days a year, 5,568 hours 

are available for actual fishing activities, i.e. shooting and 

hauling Its otter trawl. To achieve 1180 per cent availability 

level 11 4,454 hours must be fished annually or 19 hours for each 

day of fishing. 

To achieve these 19 hours of fishing per day the 

trawler must be fully crewed by competent seamen. The trawl must 

be shot and hauled back In the shortest period of time (8). Each 

man engaged in this operation must be thoroughly familiar with 

hls duties. Because the amount of time required to store and Ice 

the catch also affects the fishing time of the trawl, the need of 

qualified leers and fish-hold hands is also vital. Time lost 

repairing damaged fishing gear can be kept to a minimum by 

carrying spare trawls and crew members qualified In trawl repairs. 

L __ _ 

1-
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Attaining 19 hours fishing per day will also be affected by the 

captain's ability to locate quantities of fish warranting shooting 

the trawl. This requires a good knowledge of fishing locations and 

ability to effectively operate the available electronic fish finding 

equipment. 

The major difficulty In reaching these operating levels 

Is, therefore, the availability and skill of crew members. If 

this difficulty can be overcome, and the utilization rates achieved, 

there will be no problem In landing the breakeven catch of 7,272,000 

pounds. These utilization rates can be achieved on an annual basis: 

a poor performance on one trip can be offset by a better than 

average performance on other trips. 

Having established that the breakeven catch is possible, 

we shall now examine the requirements of achieving the needed 

average revenue. This depends on the amount of higher valued species 

landed and the amount of fish rejected and, therefore, usually not 

paid for. The landed price for any species will be determined mainly 

by Its quality when landed, the cost of producing a finished product, 

and the market price for that product. Differences in prices for a 

single speci.es wi 11 also be determined by the form in which the fish 

Is landed; gutted fish Is usually priced higher than round fish of 

the same species. The species, which were priced higher than the 

breakeven average revenue and landed by 120 foot trawlers in 1966 

and 1967, are shown in Table 15. 

l. -· 
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TABLE 15 

SPECIES LANDED IN 1966 AND 1967 BY NEWFOUNDLAND 

120 FOOT SIDE TRAWLERS WITH AVERAGE PRICE 

HIGHER THAN PROJECTED BREAKEVEN AVERAGE REVENUE 

Species; S!ze and Condition Price per Pound (¢) 
l966 J967 

Cod, unslzed, gutted head on 

Haddock, unslzed, gutted head on 

Haddock, large, gutted head on 

Haddock, jumbo, gutted head on 

Haddock, small, gutted head on 

Ha If but, uns I zed, gutted head on 

Halibut, unslzed, gutted head ofif 

Halibut, large, gutted head off 

Redflsh, large, round 

Flounders, unslzed, round 

Source: As per Table 12. 

• 3 .oo 

4.00 

4.00 

5.00 

15.00 

15.30 

15.20 

4.29 

4.69 

4.99 

15.00 

15.00 

3.49 

The welgtfj,d average value of the listed species in 1966 

was 3.56 cents per pound and 4.35 cents In 1967. 

It Is possible, therefore, to achieve the needed average 

revenue by concentrating mainly on the higher valued species. This 

does not mean lower priced species need not be landed; the quantity 

of such fish must be reduced so that an average revenue Qf 3.5 cent 

per pound of landings can be attained. 

_ ! _ _ _ _ 
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The quality of landed fish could reduce the average revenue 

if excessive amounts are rejected as unfit for frozen production. 

Such rejected fish Is usually not paid for or a very small price Is 

paid. Thus, In 1966, o.oa cents per pound was received by 120 foot 

trawlers for rejected fish (9). Fish rejected from these vessels 

equaled 12.7 per cent of their total landings in 1966 and 10.8 

per cent in 1967. The value of these rejected landings was only 

0.004 per cent of the total value in 1966 and only 0.0009 per cent 

In 1967. Average revenue was reduced as much as 10 per cent because 

of these rejected landings. While this would not wholly account for 

losses incurred, It means no revenue Ts produced for about 10 per cent 

of fishing time. 

Because most buyers make standard deductions from gross 

weights to cover Ice and/or entrails, 11rejected
11 

landings cannot be 

completely eliminated. They can, however, be reduced close to the 

normal deduction by practicing proper Icing and keeping the length 

of a fishing trip at an average duration of ten days. Since this is 

the length of trip we have set for our breakdown performance, 

improvement in quality of landings must come from better Icing. This 

will require skilled leers and fish-hold hands. A bonus wage for 

quality of catch has been Introduced with some success by certain 

trawler operating companies. 
The final obstacle to attaining the breakeven performance 

is reducing the variable cost per pound of landlngs. Some reductions 

in variable costs are likely to result tf the quality of crew members 
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Is Improved. Other reductions could be achieved by a general 

upgrading af trawler operations and maintenance procedures. 

The specific areas where most of the reduction in average 

variable costs can be achieved are: maintenance and repairs of hull, 

engine and catching gear, and purchase of fuel, oil and grease. 

While most of these expenses will increase in total with the 

projected breakeven performance, reduction In average variable costs 

can be achieved by keeping the rate of increase In these expenses 

less than the rate of Increase In landings. 

While we have shown that the breakeven point for 120 foot 

side-trawlers can be reached by increasing the annual catch and 

average revenue and decreasing average variable cost, the parameters 

we have set are only targets. The breakeven point could be reached 

with different values of average revenue and variable cost. A 

higher average revenue than given in our projection would mean 

average variable cost need not be reduced to 2.25 cents per pound. 

Or, If average variable cost is reduced below 2.25 cents, average 

revenue could be less than 3.5 cents. In any case landings must be 

Increased over the present level if these vessels are to cover total 

costs and provide a return to capital, 

Similiar arguments can be applied to the 130 foot side-

trawlers and the 148 foot stern-trawlers. Both operate at substantial 

losses, which can be eliminated only by Increasing total landings 

and average revenue and by decreasing average variable cost. We 

have performed breakeven projections for these classes of vessels as 

..... . . -· ... . 
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shown in Appendices 19 and 22 and Charts 9 and 10. The actual 

performance are also shown In these appendices. The actual 

operating rates of utilization are compared with the projected 

breakeven performance In Appendices 20 and 23. All the comments 

on needed changes in the operation of 120 foot side-trawlers can 

also be applied to the 130 and 148 foot vessels. 

Before concluding this discussion of the otter trawler 

fleet, we should point out a fallacy in judging the operation of 

this fleet by the average cost of landed fish. If tne average 

cost of fish landed by a company 1s otter trawler fleet is greater 

than the average price that would be paid others for the fish, it 

is uneconomic to operate the fleet. In other \~rds, if the price 

paid for fish caught by its own trawlers is equal to the market 

price, then these vessels must produce sufficient landings to 

cover all costs including an adequate return to capital. If not, 

it is better for that company to buy its fish supplies elsewhere. 

The operations of its trawlers are, in effect, reducing the 

company 1s overall profit. 
Now that we have examined the internal problems of the 

deepsea fleet, ~~ shall briefly discuss its position in the 

Northwest Atlantic cod fishery. The efficiency of the fleet 

relative to that of other fleets operating In the Northwest 

Atlantic is the key to the future of _the Newfoundland cod fishe~. 

1iit) Competition for the Resource 
The Newfoundland offshore fleet competes with the fleets 
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of other countries for cod catches in the Northwest Atlantic. 

This is more true of the deepsea otter trawlers than it is of 

the larger longllners and small draggers. The relative position 

of the Newfoundland offshore cod fleet depends on how well it can 

outflsh the others. 

While the Newfoundland deepsea vessels take only a very 

small percentage of the total cod catch in the ICNAF Convention 

Area, they have Increased this share since 1952. While the 

Newfoundland offshore fleet took only 2.4 per cent of the total 

cod catch in 1966, it had increased its landings to 318 per cent 

of its 1952 catch (See Table 16). The total catch from the 

Convention Area Increased 45 per cent over the same period. This 

means, therefore, Newfoundland offshore vessels can compete for 

the cod of the Northwest Atlantic. The position is even more 

favourable, when one considers that Newfoundland trawlers had not 

prosecuted the cod fishery off Labrador to any extent by 1966, and 

that cod fishing is only a small part of their total fishing 

activity. Therefore, Increased cod landings by this fleet canbbe 

expected. 

However, a word of caution must be added to this 

optimistic outlook. As the cod catch continues to increase, the 

possibility of biological overfishing must be remembered. This 

situation is now being closely studied by the International 

Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries. If biological 

overfishing exists or Is being approached, we are a1ready in a 

situation of economic overflshing. In such a case, any increase 
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TABLE 16 

COD LANDINGS FROM THE ICNAF CONVENTION AREA 

BY ALL COUNTRIES 2 BY ALL NEWFOUNDLAND VESSELS, 

AND BY NEWFOUNDLAND OFFSHORE VESSELS, 

1252 TO 1966 

(quantities In metric tons round weight) 

Newfoundland Offshore 
Total Nfld. Quantity Per Cent of 

Year A 11 CountrIes Total Total All Countries 

1952 1,017 219 11 1.1 

1953 906 189 7 o.s 

1954 969 246 12 1.2 

1955 902 207 13 1.4 

1956 967 220 8 o.a 

1957 958 222 10 1.0 

1958 884 165 8 0.9 

1959 954 232 11 1.2 

1960 1,134 228 10 0.9 

1961 1,304 183 12 0.9 

1962 1,340 206 12 0.9 

1963 1,336 222 16 1.2 

1964 1,402 204 26 1.9 

1965 1,463 190 33 2.3 

1966 1,477 188 35 2.4 

Source: 
ICNAF Statistical Bulletin Vol. _16,_ lnte~nationat 
Commission for Northwest AtlantiC F1shenes, 
Dartmouth, 1968. 
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In the cod catch by Newfoundland offshore vessels must be made 

at the expense of otheis. And If the Northwest Atlantic cod 

fishery slips Into biological overflshing catch per unit of 

effort will fall more rapidly for the fishery as a whole. An 

Increase In, or maintenance of, Newfoundland 1s offshore catch 

of cod would then be Increasingly difficult and costly. Unless 

tastes change, this would be a most uneconomic situation for the 

Convention members as a whole. 

Now that we have examined the offshore cod fishery we 

are In a better position to compare it with the lnshore·flshery. 

This shall be the purpose of the next chapter. 

I .. 
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~S TO CHAPTER V1 

(1) See Crutchfield, J.A., '~he Marine Fisheries; A problem 
In International Co-operation", American Economic Revlew, 
Vol. 54, No. 3, p.p. 207-218. 

(2) Information supplied by the Economics Branch, Canada 
Department of Fisheries, St. John's, Nfld. 

(3) For all practical pu~poses, the main species landed in a 
year Is the matn species sought. This might not be true 
for shorter periods such as a 10-12 day fishing trip. 

(4) Proskte, J., Costs ·and Earnin s of Selected Fishin 
Enterprises, Newfoundland, 19 & 1967- Canada Department 
of Fisheries, Ottawa. Hereafter called the "Costs and 
Earnings Study". 

(5) Ibid., Table 1 of Appendix. 

(6) This means the trawler Is employed for 80 per cent of the 
time available. For example, she should be at sea 290 
days (80 per cent of 365), ftsh 232 days (80 per cent of 
290) and fish 4,454 hours (80 r~r cent of 232 x 24). 

(7) Proskte, J. oe. cit., Table 11. 

(8) Time spent shooting and hauling the trawl will also be 
effected by the deck layout of the ~essel. While no 
Information Is available on this item, we assume deck 
layout Is adequate to ensure efficient operation of the 
trawl. 

(9) Proskie, J., op. eft., Table 2. 

\ 
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Vll. A Comparison of the Inshore Cod Fishery 

and the Offshore Cod Fishery 

(i) General Comparison 

In almost every area the comparisons of the inshore and 

offshore cod fisheries are striking. The Inshore fishery employe 

94.8 per cent of the total cod fishermen and lands 85.9 per cent of 

the total cod catch whereas the offshore fishing employs 5.2 per cent 

of the men but catches 14.1 per cent of the landings (1). The trend 

in the inshore cod landings has been downward since 1937 \-tlereas the 

offshore fishery, after a decline when bankers dlsappeared, has 

increased Its landings steadily over the last five years. The trend 

in the number of inshore cod fishermen has been downward while the 

offshore fishery has led to an increase in the ambunt of labour 

employed. The catch per inshore cod fisherman has not improved on 

the average over the last 30 years. The average offshore cod catch 

tended downwards from 1937 to 1953 but has moved upward considerably 

since then. Since 1963 the average offshore cod catch has averaged 

303 per cent of the catch per inshore fishermen; the landed value per 

offshore fisherman has been 170 per cent greater than that of the 

inshore average over the same period. 

From 1954 to 1965 the value of all capital employed in the 

inshore cod fishery was greater than that used in the offshore sector. 

In 1966 the offshore fishery employed 54 per cent of the capital used 

in cod fishing and increased this to 68 per cent in 1967. The amount 

of capital per inshore cod fisherman, while increasing since 1954, has 

b h 6 r nt Of the amount used by his offshore 
never een more t an pe ce 
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counterpart. Since 1954 the inshore cod fisherman has used only 

4.8 per cent of the capital employed by each offshore cod fishermen. 

This difference Is reflected in the average landed volumes and values 

per inshore and offshore fisherman despite the fact that offshore 

capital is used only about 20 per cent of the time for cod fishing. 

The inshore cod fishery is, therefore, labour intensive, 

while the offshore fishery is much more capital intensive. The 

inshore segment of the cod fisheries has a considerable degree of 

underemployment of labour • the same catch could be taken with fewer 

men. The offshore fishery suffers from very low or negative returns 

to the capital employed in its most element, the otter trawler 

fleet. The problem facing both fisheries are evident: labour must 

be reduced in the inshore sector and capital must be more efficiently 

used in the offshore fishery. 

(TT) The Outlook 

Under existing conditions the outlook is not bright for 

either the inshore or the offshore cod fishery. Let us pursue what 

will happen if past conditions are allowed to continue. 

With no change in outside influences, government policies, 

or the technology used, the inshore fishery will continue to be 

characterized by too many men catching too few fish. The number of 

men engaged will be reduced only as the older people retire and 

their places are not taken by younger men. This process is likely 

to be long term and any significant reduction will depend on 

alternative employment opportunities becoming available to the 

younger age groups. The continuation of existing subsidies on boats 

- --- •··-·-- - --· -- .... 
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and gear will encourage men to remain in this fishery and entice 

others to enter. The existing cod fishery regulations have no 

significant effect on reducing effort in the inshore fishery. 

Under present conditions only expansion of alternative employment 

wilt reduce the number of inshore cod fishennen. 

With effort unlikely to decrease significantly the 

problem of the Inshore fishery is aggravated by the effect of 

offshore fishing on the cod stocks migrating inshore. If this 

offshore activity continues as in the past, the Newfoundland 

inshore cod fishery will be based on a gradually declining supply 

of cod. This will result in lower average annual landings and 

increased fishing costs. The value of these landings is also 

likely to decline as the fish will become smaller and smaller in 

size. This will reduce its commercial value for both frozen and 

salted production~ This is already being experienced In the cod 

trap fishery. 

The present Inshore fishing gears are not mobile enough 

to offset the effect of reduced supplies of cod. Not only will 

fewer cod be available for catching with this equipment, but the 

fish are likely to be better fed as natural food will be 

relatively more plentiful. They could then become glutted and 

sluggish shortly after arriving Inshore; consequently they may 

stay near the bottom and not move enough to be caught by traps 

or gill nets. The smaller size of the cod will also be a 

hinderance to sustaining catches by fixed mesh size gill nets. 

Both factors will also cause reduced catches by baited gears. When 
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this situation develops, gears with an element of pursuit, such 

as bottom or mld•water otter trawls will be even more successful 

than the Inshore gearso 

If cod continues to be demanded at the level of the 

last several years, the decrease In inshore landings must be 

made up by offshore catches. Landings of cod by deepsea trawlers 

can be Increased by fishing "the great winter and spring 

concentrations of cod In deep water ln Cabot Strait, the Halibut 

Channel, and the Avalon Channel, and on the northern slope of the 

Grand Bank, Flemish Cap, the Northeast Newfoundland Shelf, the 

eastern Slope of Hamilton Inlet Bank, and elsewhere. For summer 

and autumn fishing the trawlers will need to follow the European 

pattern of fishing In the northern part of (ICNAF) Subarea 3, the 

southern part of Subarea 2, and for larger freezer-trawlers, the 

West Greenland Area" (2). 

Increasing the offshore cod catch In this manner will 

be one way of improving the economic performance of the otter 

trawler fleet. With the cutback in the government subsidy on steel 

fishing vessels, there is unlikely to be any significant increase 

in this fleet for a few years. However, substantial increases in 

cod landings can be achieved by operating existing vessels more 

extensively and efficiently. The long run result will be an 

increase tn the otter trawler fleet and increased employment of 

labour. 
As the Newfoundland trav.rlers begin to increase their 

- · -- .--- ·--· · ~ - -
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their fishing activity for cod, they will increase the total effort 

on this species in the Northwest Atlantic If the Newfoundland inshore 

effort is not reduced. This will eventually lead to declining returns 

from the Northwest Atlantic cod fishery and increased costs of fishing. 

The danger of economic, If not biological, overfishing of this fishery 

must be a concern of all the cod fishing countries. From the point of 

view of this Province, alone, if the Newfoundland total catch of cod 

is maintained in the future at present levels, the onus \<Jill be on 

other countries to avoid causing overf,ishing if they should 

significantly Increase their catches. Templeman does not appear 

concerned with biological overftshlng of cod, 
11
which of all the 

groundfishes In the North\-Jest Atlantic ••••••••• are best to stand 

an intensive fishery" (3). However, economic overfishlng occurs 

before the maximum yield is achieved and this danger may be already 

approaching (4). 

Now that \-Je have compared the inshore and offshore cod 

fisheries and looked at the future possibilities, we are ready to 

summarize our findings, make our conclusions and recommend a plan of 

action of these fisheries. This we will do in the final chapter. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER Vll 

(1) These percentages are based on the years 1963 to 1967. 

(2) Templeman, w •• Marine Resources of Newfoundland, Fisheries 
Research Board of Canada, Ottawa, 1966, pp 54·55. 

(3) l..!ll51.., p. 53. 

(4) This possibility is being investigated by the International 
Commission -for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries which 
es tab 11 shed t n 1966 a WorkIng Group to 11

•••• carry out an 
examination of the problems of assessing the economic 
effects of possible conservation measures •••• 11 The report 
of the Group was .presented to the Commission's 17th Annual 
Meeting in 1967. 
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Ch. Vlll Summary. Conclusions and Recommendations 

(I) Summary and Conclusions 

We shall first summarize our findings in the inshore cod 

fishery. Following a slmllfar summary of the offshore cod fishery 

we shall present our conclusions on e~ch fishery. 

Over the last 31 years the Inshore cod fishery has 

experienced a decline In total catch and numbers of men engaged. 

The average catch, while showing some fluctuations, has not tended 

to rfse or fall over this time. As a result of !ncreaslng landed 

prices the total landed value and the landed value per man have 

exhibited upward trends. However, in the last two or three years 

general price increases have reduced the real value of the catch. 

The volume of the catch has continued to decline despite 

substantial Increases in capital employed in this fishery. This 

capital has been subsidized by government and this policy has caused 

men to remain In this fishery even though less and less fish is being 

caught. The fact that the numbers of fishermen decline in periods 

of rising employment illustrates the desire to move out of this 

fishery whenever possible. 

We have discussed the various factors prohibiting movement 

of labour from this fishery. The various government assistance 

schemes have worked in the opposite direction. The regulations imposed 

on the inshore cod fishery have no significant effect on reducing the 

total effort exerted. Only physical or economic factors prevent men 

from engaging in the codfishery in some manner or other. 

. • .... : ---.-~ -~--: ::-.• .. 
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We have seen that the immobile Inshore fishing gears are 

subject to the behavlourlal characteristic of the cod. They lack the 

element of pursuit and can be successful only when the cod come within 

their range. However, at the same time, we have argued that these 

immobile gears have exerted more than enough fishing effort because of 

their numbers and the decreasing amount of cod available In inshore 

\'laters. Because the cod caught inshore migrates from offshore grounds, 

the fishing activity on these tatter grounds affects returns from the 

inshore cod fishery. 

The offshore cod fishery has become a very capitalized 

industry characterized by increasing employment of labour, increasing 

total and average catch. However, codfishing is only a part-time 

activity for the men and equipment employed in the total offshore 

fleet. 
The nucleus of the present offshore cod fishing fleet are 

the otter trawlers. These vessels have replaced the banking schooners 

as the sea-going craft of this Industry. However, these same vessels 

are also presenting the major problem of the offshore cod fishery. 

While not subject to the vagaries of the cod resource as inshore 

vessels are, the offshore otter trawler fleet has not been operating 

profitably. While these vessels have not been catching cod to any 

great extent Tn the past, we have forecastr·ri they will be required 

to increase their cod landings in the future. 

The unprofitable position of the otter trawlers is caused by 

their inability to produce sufficient revenue to cover all costs, 
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including a return to capital. \vhen all variable costs are deducted, 

there is not enough revenue left to cover fixed expenses, depDeciation 

and return to capita 1. \fe have pointed oUt that these vesse 1 s can 

operate profitably if annual landings are increased; average revenue 

increased and variable costs decreased. \~e have also shown how these 

objectives can be achieved by improving the utilization rates of the 

vessels, increasing operating efficiency and changing the species-mix 

of the catch. 
The inshore cod fishery is plagued by excess labour and 

increasing capital as well as a declining amount of cod available 

for catching. The answer to this fishery's problems is not to be 

found in a continuation of past policies and practices. Limits and 

controls must be placed on the amount of labour and capital employed 

in catching cod on the inshore grounds. This situation will be the 

basis of our recommendations for the inshore fishery. 

The offshore cod fishery will have two major tasks in the 

future. One w!11 be to offset the decrease in Newfoundland~s total 

cod catch caused by the inshore fishery's decline. The other will be 

to improve the operations of the otter trawler fleet so that this 

Increased cod catch can be obtained economically. 

We shall now recommend how the needed changes can be 

achieved in the inshore and offshore cod fisheries. 

(ii) Recommendations for Oevelo ment and Mana ement 

Up to this point we have dealt with the inshore and offshore 

cod fisheries separately. This was because of certain differences 

--------.. -··· .-·;· _., - ·-: ··· · -~·:· .. . . . ' • . ~ ... 
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that made similiar analysis of the two impossible or impractical. 

However, In the follo\'Jing pages we shall outltne a joint scheme 

for improving the economic position of these fisheries. We shall 

prescribe measures for the Inshore segment which are designed to 

overcome Its peculiar problems, while the scheme for the offshore 

fishery will be directed to eleminating Its dlfficutlies. However, 

measures taken in one fishery must be co-ordinated with those in 

the other. 

To Improve returns and control total fishing costs In the 

inshore cod fishery, effort must be reduced and regulated. This 

will become more and more important as less and less cod is 

available to the inshore gears. To regulate the number of men 

engaged is not by itself sufficient. Restrictions must also be 

placed on the amount of effort exerted, otherwise a reduced number 

of men will simply increase average effort, until most or all of 

any benefit resulting from reduced numbers Is wiped out. 

To Improve average returns from this fishery, controls will 

have to be placed on the amount of codfishing effort in terms of 

boats and equipment as well as men engaged. This requires a drastic 

change in government policy which by subsidies, loans, and general 

encouragement has caused men to continue in, or enter into, the cod 

fishery. Subsidies on boats and fishing gear are not wrong in 

themselves; when made available to a fishery already troubled by 

surplus labour the result can only lead to a reduction in total 

returns. 

. ~~ ---- -----·----- -----
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Limitation of entry must, therefore, be coupled with a 

more selective subsidy programme or the complete abolition of such 

assistance. This type of government action is never popular and is 

even more unpopular if other employment opportunities are few. 

Such resistance v1i 11 lessen as more jobs become avat !able in other 

Industries. However, In the meantime, the full scale continuance 

of such assistance progranvnes is only \...Orsenlng an already bad 

sltuatione 

In the short run there are some measures that will reduce 

the Inshore cod fishing labour force even in the absence of 

limitations on entry. ltlhile these wtll not effectively solve the 

problem of surplus labour, they will somewhat alleviate its 

consequences. We have already discussed the continuing shortages 

of crew members for the offshore otter trawler fleet. To this can 

be added the need for labour In fish processing plants. For labour 

to be effectively used by these two activltie~ it must be near to 

the processing plants and deep-sea ports. The Resettlement 

Programme which was enlarged with this purpose In mind, should be 

continued. When labour is moved from outlying isolated fishing 

settlements it should be encouraged to work in other Industries 

such as deepsea fishing, fish processing, construction, manufacturing 

or services. If the movement of labour Is effectively directed ~o 

centres where this Is possible, some reduction in the inshore cod 

fishing manpower will be achieved In the short run. 

Over time, as the supply of cod available inshore becomes 

-- - .. ,.. - -----... ----
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smaller, the decrease In effort must b t e cont nued. Eventually, 

Improvements In the catching methods will become necessary to 

offset the effects of a declining amount of cod. This will require 

the use of gears like the otter trawl which can pursue the fish. 

Since these gears are more efficient than the types usually 

employed In the Inshore cod fishery, their numbers must be less 

than those of traditional gears. When It becomes necessary to use 

gears of pursuit to maintain the inshore cod catch, there must be 

a further reduction fn manpower. These developments must be 

subject to the methods of control that are imposed. 

While no perfect system of regulating a sea fishery has 

yet been devised, the most effective of existing methods appears t6 

be licencing. The major drawback of this, as with other types of 

regulations, is the difficulty of establishing the optimum level 

of fishing effort. The advantages of regulating a fishery by a 

licencing system are generally sufficient to justify its use rather 

thail doing nothing at all. We shall now attempt to describe a 

licencing system for the Newfoundland inshore cod fishery, which at 

least will Improve average returns. 

Because of objections that will be raised to any 

restriction on inshore cod fishing the licencing system can be 

introduced in such a way that little reduction in men, boats and 

fishing gear results the first year or so. In the first year, 

licences will be issued to ,all cod fishing enterprises (crews) that 

earned more than a fixed amount from cod fishing the previous year • 

. -.-:-"'-- :~·:--:-· ......... 
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Those earning less than the fixed amount will be immediately 

excluded from the cod fishery. The size of each crew can also be 

fixed at the level of the previous year so that those excluded by 

their previous year•s earnings do not defeat the system by joining 

other crews. The number of boats and the amount of fishing gear 

used by the licenced crews will be set at the level used in the 

previous year. 

After the first year of the licencing system, the number 

of men, boats, and fishing gear can be reduced by: (1) Revoking 

the licence of these crews earning less than a set amount, (2) 

Cancelling the licences of all enterprises or men retiring from the 

fishery. The amount of labour and equipment employed in the 

fishery can be reduced faster by raising the level of annual 

earnings required to keep a licence. This system cannot control 

the amount of time spent fishing but it can prevent the acquisition 

of more powerful boats and more effici~nt equipment. This does 

not mean the system will perpetuate inefficient technology, only 

that it can prevent the fishery from becoming overcapitalized. 

The offshore cod fishery has a set of problems different 

from those of the inshore fishery. This fishery can produce 

increased landings and utilize more manpower and, In the long run, 

more capital. In the short run measures must be taken to improve 

the efficiency of the deepsea cod fishing fleet. Long term aims 

sh?uld be to increase the size of this fleet as required by the 

larger cod catch needed from offshore grounds. 

----- ---- ~--···· 
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The immediate problem of the offshore cod fishery is 

to Improve the operations of the otter trawler fleet. This 

requires above all e~se the availability of sufficient skilled 

crew members. This Improvement In manpower has two aspects; the 

labour must be trained and It must be available to the users. A 

greater contribution to training must come from the College of 

Fisheries, Navigation, Marine Engineering and Electronics. 

Making this labour available to the offshore fleet requires the 

efforts of the Resettlement Programme administrators and the 

Canada Manpower Centre. The trawler operators themselves could 

assist by Increasing Information on job opportunities In the 

offshore fishing industry. 

In addition, the management personnel of the trawler 

operating companies should also be upgraded In methods of 

operating a fleet of vessels profitably. This requires that 

courses be available on this subject and that the personnel 

affected avail themselves of these. 

Since the various deepsea trawler owners are making 

decisions on their own. the government must play an Important 

role In co-ordinating or guiding the total offshore cod fishing 

activity. It could, for example, forestall any increase in the 

numbers of offshore vessels if the e):isting fleet is not used 

effeciently or at full capacity. This could be done by limiting 

the number of otter trawler licences. A government sponsored 

Information service on fishing grounds, catches, etc. would also 

help the offshore fleet to operate more effectively. 

------· .. - -- -- - - -··.----·- :··.- - ::· ·:···· 
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The overall programme, therefore, snould couple 

restricting the inshore effort \'lith an expansion of offshore 

activity. Labour must be reduced in the Inshore sector whereas 

capital must first be utilized more fully and then expanded in 

the offshore cod fishery. The long run aim should be for the 

offshore cod fleet to offset declining landings from the inshore 

cod fishery. If this Is not done, continuing existing policies 

and practices will only worsen the present unsatisfactory 

situation. 
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APPENDIX 1 

INSHORE AND OFFSHORE COD lANDINGS A_ND VALUES, NEWFOUNDlAND 

BY YEAR, 1937 TO 1967 

TUT11:( INSHORE 
Year Quant it Value Quant it Value Quant it Vallie 

000 lbs. $ 000 000 lbs. $ 000 000 lbs. $ 000 
1937 480,582 2,701 376,237 1,985 104,345 716 
1938 520,763 2,762 425,078 2,079 95.685 683 
1939 471,080 2,999 387.932 2,387 83,148 612 
1940 416,684 3,422 331,080 2,696 85,604 726 
1941 399,470 5,076 330,226 4,389 69,244 687 
1942 348,707 5,237 322 '122 4,865 26,585 373 
1943 458,926 7.352 410,621 6,810 48,305 542 
1944 517,287 8,133 467,791 7.553 49,496 sao 
1945 535,634 8,972 482,873 8,344 52.761 628 

1946 540,011 9,282 482,406 8,533 57,605 749 

1947 556,009 9.498 486,382 8,629 69,627 869 

1948 470,973 8,377 406,165 7.~16 64,808 861 

1949 502,018 9.198 442,816 8,399 59.202 799 

1950 422,522 8,232 396,466 7.748 26,056 484 

1951 420' 101 8,417 406,452 8,152 13,649 265 

1952 391 ,764 8,581 370,776 8,123 20,988 459 

1953 349,253 7.599 337,076 7.348 12,177 251 

1954 441 ,435 9.751 419,582 9,286 21,853 465 

1955 376,651 8,252 352.320 7,720 24,331 532 

1956 398,250 8,882 382,972 8,574 15,278 308 

1957 401,575 8,709 383,994 8,355 17,581 354 

1958 300,086 6,360 286,176 6,037 13.910 323 

1959 415,208 9,688 395.722 9· 151 19,486 537 

1960 406,333 10,344 388,242 9.913 18,091 431 

1961 328,052 9,028 305,291 8,392 22,761 636 

1962 374,553 10,945 352,614 10,337 21,939 608 

1963 402,923 12,944 372,814 12,074 30,109 870 

1964 369,603 13,693 321,291 12,186 48,312 1,507 

1965 345,192 13,459 284,756 11 .339 60,436 2,120 

1966 344.540 14,590 279,440 12,051 65,100 2,539 

1967 320,163 14,207 272,669 12,212 47,494 1,995 

Sources: (1) 
Reeort of the Newfoundland Fisheries Board and General Review 
of the Fisheries, 1937 to 1948, Department of Natural Resources, 
Newfoundland Fisheries Board, St. John's. 

(2) Information supplied by Economics Branch, Canada Department of 
Fisheries, St. John's. 
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YEA~ 

1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1~3 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

APPENDIX 2 

NUMBER OF INSHORE AND OFFSHORE COD FISHERMEN, ~~)YEAR 
NEWFOUNDLAND, 1937 TO 1967 

INSHORE 

20,434 
23,821 
23,596 
21,373 
17,217 
17,363 
19,153 
21 ,386 
23,998 
25,067 
26,751 
26,890 
25,658 
22,050 
20,850 
14,198 
13,433 
13,013 
12,560 
12,199 
13,853 
15,693 
15,800 
15,621 
15,553 
16,523 
17,653 
18,620 
17,390 
15,580 
14,717 

OFFSHORE 

1,839 
1,601 
1,624 
1 ,419 
1,426 

717 
866 

1,001 
864 

1,107 
1,399 
1,226 
1,274 

684 
341 
473 
520 
566 
572 
530 
554 
521 
527 
566 
603 
591 
698 
784 
933 
955 

1,229 

TOTAL 

22,273 
25,422 
25,220 
22,792 
18,643 
18,080 
20,019 
22,387 
24,862 
26,174 
28,150 
28,116 
28,932 
22,734 
21,191 
14,671 
13,953 
13,579 
12 '132 
12,729 
14,407 
16,214 
16,327 
16' 187 
16,156 
17,114 
18,351 
19,404 
18,323 
16,535 
15.946 

Note: (1) Inshore fishermen are defined as men fishing on boats under 25 
gross tons, offsnore fishermen as those on boats over 25 gross 

tons. 

Sources: (1) Ann.ua.LRep.arts of the Newfoundland Fisheries Board and 
General Review of the Fisheries, 1937 to 1948, Department 
of Natural Resources, St. John's. 

(2) Re orts on Men, Boats and Gear Em lo ed in Primar 0 erations 
1954, 1956 to 1967, Economics Branch, Canada Department of 
Fisheries, St. John's. 
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APPENDIX 3 

COO -~NDINGS AND VALUES PER INSHORE 

AND OFFSHORE COD FISHERMAN, NEWFOUNDLAND, BY YEAR, 1937 TO 1967 

Year Quant it Value Quant it Value Quant it Value 
lbs. $ lbs. $ lbs. $ 

1937 21,577 121 18,412 97 56,740 389 
1938 20,484 109 17,844 87 59,765 427 
1939 18,679 119 16,441 101 51,200 376 
1940 18,282 150 15,458 155 60,327 512 
1941 21 ,427 272 19,180 255 45.558 482 
1942 19,287 290 18,552 251 37,078 520 
1943 22,924 367 21,439 356 . 55' 779 626 
1944 23,107 363 21,874 353 49,447 579 
1945 21,544 361 20,121 348 61,066 727 
1946 20,632 355 19,245 340 52,037 677 

1947 19,752 337 18,182 323 49.769 621 

1948 16,745 298 15.105 280 52,861 702 

i 
1949 18,640 342 17,258 327 46,469 627 

1950 18,585 362 17.980 351 38,093 708 
r 1951 19,825 397 19.494 391 40,026 777 
r 1952 26,703 585 26,115 572 44,372 970 

1953 25,031 545 25,093 547 23,417 483 

1954 32,509 718 32,243 714 38,610 822 

1955 28,682 628 28,051 615 42,537 930 

1956 31,287 698 31,394 703 28,826 581 

1957 27,874 604 27,719 603 31.735 639 

1958 18,508 392 18,236 385 26,699 620 

1959 25,431 593 25,046 579 36,975 1,019 

r 1960 25 '102 639 24,854 635 31,963 761 

·r 1961 20,305 559 19,629 540 37.746 1,055 

1962 21,886 639 21,341 626 37,122 1,029 

1963 21,956 705 21,119 684 43,136 1,246 

1964 19,048 706 17,255 654 61,622 1,922 

1965 18,839 735 16,375 652 6Lh776 2,272 

1966 20,837 882 17,936 773 68,168 2,659 

1967 20,078 891 18,527 830 38,644 1,623 

Source: Appendices 1 and 2. 
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Year 

1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

APPENDIX 4 

AVERAGE LANDED VALUE PER POUND 

FOR INSHORE, OFFSHORE AND TOTAL COD LANDINGS, 

NEWFOUNDLAND, 1937 TO 1967 

Total 
Average Landed Value in Cents per Pound for 

Inshore Offshore 

0.56 
0.53 
0.64 
0.82 
1.27 
1.50 
1.60 
1.57 
1.68 
1.72 
1.71 
1.78 
1.83 
1.95 
2.00 
2.19 
2.18 
2.21 
2.19 
2.23 
2.17 
2.12 
2.33 
2.55 
2.75 
2.92 
3.21 
3.70 
3.90 
4.23 
4.24 

0.53 
0.49 
0.62 
0.81 
1.33 
t.51 
1.66 
1.61 
1.73 
1.77 
1. 77 
1.85 
1.90 
2.28 
2.01 
2. 19 
2.18 
2.21 
2.19 
2.24 
2.18 
2.11 
2.31 
2.55 
2.75 
2.93 
3.24 
3.79 
3.98 
4.3i 
4.47 

0.69 
0.71 
0.75 
0.85 
0.99 
1.40 
1.12 
1.17 
1.19 
1.30 
1.25 
1.33 
1.35 
1.86 
1.94 
2.10 
2.06 
2.12 
2.18 
2.02 
2.01 
2.32 
2.76 
2.38 
2.79 
2.77 
2.89 
3.12 
3.64 
3.90 
4.20 

Source: Appendix 2 
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Year 

1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 

APPENDIX 5 

VALUE OF CAPITAL EQUIPMENT EMPLOYED IN THE 

INSHORE AND OFFSHORE COD FISHERIES, NEWFOUNDLAND, 

BY YEAR, 1954 TO 1967 

Inshore Offshore 
($ 1000) ($ 1000) 
5 ,464. 7 (1) 5,697.0 

6,137.5 5,315.8 
6,972.2 5,182.6 
8,006.7 4,911.5 
8,496.7 4,770.2 
8,228.2 6,075.2 
8,647.9 5,220.8 
9,709.3 5,803.6 

11,362.0 9,007.0 
12,807.0 10,154.0 
15,437.0 15,267.0 
16,035.0 18,881.0 
18,666.0 39,300.0 

--Not available 

Note: (1) Does not include value of gill nets. 

Source: Canada Department of Fisheries, Economics Branch, 
St. John's, Newfoundland. 

Total 
($ •ooo) 

11,161.7 

11,453.3 
12,154.8 
12,918.2 
13,266.9 
14,303.4 
13,868.7 
15,512.9 
20,369.0 
22,961.0 
30,704.0 
34,916.0 
57,966.0 



APPENDIX 6 

VALUE OF CAPITAL EQUIPMENT, PER FISHERMAN, 

EMPLOYE I> IN INSHORE AND OFFSHORE COO FISHERIES, 

NEWFOUNDLAND, 1954 TO 1967 

Year Inshore Offshore 
($) 

Total 

1954 420 
($) {$) 
10,065 822 

1955 

1956 503 10,030 890 

1957 503 9,355 Sl-:.1+ 

1958 510 9,427 797 

1959 538 9,052 813 

1960 527 10,734 88L~ 

1961 556 8,658 858 

1962 588 9,820 906 

1963 644 12,904 1,110 

1964 688 12,952 1,183 

1965 888 16,749 1 ,676 

1966 1,029 19,771 2,112 

1967 1,268 31,977 3,635 

-- not available 

Source: Appendices 2 and 5 
Note: These measures of capital per man are only gross calculations and 

are not meant to be precise. For example, In the case of the 
Inshore cod fishery, all Inshore boats and all gear that can take 
cod are attributed to the cod fishery when In fact they are also 
used In other fisheries. The same applies to the offshore cod 
fishery. These qualifications should be noted when these data are 

referred to. 

. . . . ~ · . . . - ·- . . . . . . 



APPENDIX 7 

LANDINGS AND LANDED VALUE PER DOLLP.R OF CAPITAL 

EMPLOYED IN INSHORE AND OFFSHORE COO FISHERIES 

NEWFOUND LAND , 1954-1967 

Year Ita 1 

1954 1. 70 

1955 

1956 62.4 1.40 2.9 o.o6 

1957 55.1 1.20 3.4 0 .. 07 

1958 35.7 0.75 2.8 0.07 

1959 46.6 1.08 4.1 0.11 

1960 47.2 1.20 3.0 0.07 

1961 35.3 1.09 4.4 0.12 

1962 36.3 1.06 3.8 0.10 

1963 32.8 1.07 3.3 o.1o 

1964 25.1 0.95 4.8 o.ts 

1965 18.4 0.73 4.0 0.14 

1966 17.4 0.75 3.4 0.13 

1967 14.6 0.65 1.2 0.05 

--Not available. 

Source: Appendices 1 and 5 

Note: These measures of capital per man are only gross calculations and 
are not meant to be precise. For example, In the case of the 
Inshore cod fishery, all Inshore boats and all gear that can take 
cod are attributed to the cod fishery when In far.t they are also 
used In other fisheries. The same applies to the offshore cod 
fishery. These qualifications should be noted when these data are 

referred to. 
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APPENDIX 8 

COMPARISON OF CURRENT AND CONSTANf
1

lNSHORE AND OFFSHORE COD LANDED VALUES 

TOTAL AND PER FISHERMAN·, 

BY YEAR, NEWFOUNDLAND, 1951 TO 1967 

INSHORE COO LANDED VALUES 
Total Value Value Per Man 

Year Current Constant Current Constant 
($ •ooo) ($ •ooo) ($) ($) 

1951 8,152 8,152 391 391 

1952 8,123 7,848 

1953 7.348 7.190 

1954 9,286 9,026 

1955 7.720 7,409 

1956 8,574 8,028 

1957 8,355 7.637 

1958 6,037 5.390 

1959 9.151 8,006 

1960 9,913 8,583 

1961 8,932 7.191 

1962 10,337 8,790 

1963 12,07!~ 10,062 

1964 12,186 10,046 

1965 11,339 

1966 12,051 

1967 12,212 

9,211 

9,564 

9.437 

572 

547 

714 

615 

703 

603 

385 

579 

635 

540 

626 

684 

654 

652 

773 

830 

553 

535 

694 

590 

658 

551 

344 

507 

550 

463 

532 

570 

539 

530 

613 

641 

OFFSHORE COD LANDED VALUES 
Total Value Value Per Man 

Current Constant Current Constant 
($'ooo) ($ 1ooo) ($) ($) 

265 265 777 777 

459 443 

251 246 

465 452 

532 511 

308 288 

354 324 

323 288 

537 470 

431 373 

636 545 

608 517 

870 725 

1,507 1,242 

2,120 1,722 

2,015 

1,995 1,542 

970 937 

483 473 

822 799 

930 893 

581 544 

639 584 

620 554 

1,019 892 

761 659 

1,055 904 

1,029 875 

1 ,246 1 ,038 

1,922 1,584 

2,272 1,846 

2,659 2,110 

1 ,623 1 ,254 

Note: (1) Deflated by Consumer Price Index, St. John's, Nfld. (1950 - 100) 

Sources: (1) Appendices 1 and 3 

(2) Regional Office, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, St. John's 

. ... ..... -· . .. ~·-- ·:.-:·=:::. :_ _______ ~.--.-...: .... .... --. . ··- . .... - ·· -·-- ... . 



T- Cod Trap, GN- Gill Net, HL- Handline, J- Jigger, LL- Longline and/or trawl 1 ine 

~ = less than o. 1 per cent 

Note: (1) Inshore here includes all boats under 25 gross tons plus all 
longliners over 25 gross tons. 



(1) 
'APPEft!m\icr 

MONTHLY INSHORE COD LAND I NGS BY TYPE OF GEAR AS PERCENT OF ANNUAL TOTAI!.S., 

ICNAF DIVISIONS 3K, 3L, 3Ps, 3Pn AND 4R, 1965 

Total Taken B~ 
Month Landings T GN HL J LL Unknown 

January 0.6 o. 1 0.4 2.0 3.3 

February 2.1 o. 1 2.0 6.9 2.7 

March 2. 1 1.7 7.2 3.2 

Apri I 2.1 0.2 0.1 0. 3 6.4 17.6 

May 4.0 1.0 5.4 0.2 o.4 6.6 27.4 

June 20.9 37.9 17.1 18.7 22.2 6.2 
,. 

July 35.0 53.4 41.7 28.2 31.4 11.0 

August 15.7 7.8 21.4 27.3 26.9 15.6 

September 10.6 11.5 22.1 10.1 19.2 

. ·' • . .. October 4.5 2.6 2.9 o.8 12.5 

November 1. 7 o. 1 0.2 o.B 5.0 20.1 

December o.8 2.9 1.4 25.7 

Amount 
· . I\ ('000 lbs.) 298,857 ~7.710 80,460 23,661 ~ ,437 84, 19L~ 3.392 

T - Cod Trap, GN- Gill Net, HL- Handline, J- Jiggers , LL- Longline and/or 
Trawl Line. 

Note: (1) Inshore here includes all boats under 25 gross tons p 1 us a 11 

longliners over 25 gross tons. 

Source: Appen~' rx -·46 
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APPE~ 
(1) 

MONTHLY INSHORE COD LANDINGS BY TYPE OF GEAR AS PERCENT OF ANNUAL TOTALS, 

ICNAF DIVISIONS 3K, 3L, 3Ps, 3Pn AND 4R, 1~66 

Total Taken B~ 
Month Catch T GN HL J LL Unknown 

January 0.6 1.0 2.2 o. 1 

February 1.3 o.8 4.5 

March 2.1 0.4 7.6 0.7 

April 2.6 1.4 0.2 7.1 6.5 

May 4.9 7.1 2.7 17.4 5.1 18.0 

June 26.4 48.8 24.1 24.5 16.7 10.9 3.5 

July ').].6 42.0 36.0 17.5 24.6 10.4 2.1 

August 15.4 2.0 23.1 35.9 14.4 12.5 5.8 

September 9.9 0.1 8.8 18.3 9.2 17.9 4.8 

October 5.6 2.9 3.4 15.6 13.8 6.5 

November 2.7 o.B o. 1 6.9 25.6 

December o.B 0.1 1. 1 26.3 

Amount 
( •ooo 1 bs.) ....... ~ 1 "'' zz' 121 20,~25 20·~~5 7,6~9 80,~07 5.777 

L210 ' r c~-r 

T- Cod Trap, GN- Gill Net, HL- Handline, J- Jiggers, LL- Longline and/or 
Trawl Line. 

Note: (1) Inshore here includes all boats under 25 gross tons plus all 
longliners over 25 gross tons. 

SouFGe.: Appendix L7 

. ... 
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APPENDIX 12 
{1) 

PERCENTAGE OF MONTHLY INSHORE COO LANDINGS TAKEN BY TYPE OF GEAR 

ICNAF DIVISIONS, 3K, 3L, 3Ps, 3Pn AND 4R, 1964 

Total 
Amount 

Month Landed Percent of MonthJ~ Catch Taken b~ 
(•ooo lbs.} T GN HL J LL 

January 1 ,850 0.2 98.2 

February 5.443 1.5 98.1 

March 5.350 2.0 0.7 96.9 

Apri 1 7.047 2.6 2.0 90.4 

May 8,231 0,4 41.0 7.1 51.5 

Jlme 75.713 59.6 19.9 7.4 4.5 8.6 

July 138,208 61.3 23.4 4.2 3.4 7.7 

August 65,963 15.3 35.7 15.7 4.8 28.6 

September 35.220 o.6 23.5 17.1 3.1 55.6 

October 20.515 13.9 6.6 1.0 78.5 

November 4,320 3.6 3.5 0.8 92.0 

December 1,636 0.5 1.0 1.8 90.0 

Totals 369,496 38.0 23.2 7.9 3.6 27.1 

Unknown 

1.6 

0.4 

0.4· 

5.0 

6.7 

0.1 

T- Cod Trap, GN- Gill Net, HL - Handline, J - Jiggers, LL - Longtine and/or 
Trawl Line. 

includes all boats under 25 gross tons plus all 
Note: (1) Inshore here 

longliners over 25 gross tons. 

Source: Appendix 15. 
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APPENDIX 13 
(1) 

PERCENTAGE OF MONTHLY INSHORE COD LANDINGS TAKEN BY TYPE OF GEAR, 

ICNAF DIVISIONS 3K, 3l, 3Ps, 3Pn AND 4R, 1965 

Total 
Landings Percent of Monthly Catch Taken By 

Month ! 1000 1 bs.} T GN HL J LL Unknown 

January 1,834 1.9 2.3 89.7 6.1 

February 6,148 o.6 3.1 94.9 1. 5 

March 6,328 2.6 95.7 1.7 

Apri 1 6,196 2.2 0.5 0.5 87.2 9.6 

May 11,969 8.2 36.6 0.4 0.3 46.7 7.8 

June 62,523 59.2 22.0 7.1 3.4 8.4 

July 104,597 49.9 32.0 6.4 2.8 8.8 

August 46,799 16.0 36.8 13.8 5.4 28.0 

September 31,580 29.4 16.6 3.0 51.0 

October 13,417 15.8 5.2 0.5 78.5 

November 5,107 1.5 1.0 1. 6 82.6 1.3 .4 

December 2,359 11.4 51.6 37.0 

Total 298,857 32.7 26.2 7.9 3.2 28.2 1.1 I 
~ 
~ T- Cod Trap, GN- Gill Net, HL- Hand li ne, J- Jiggers , LL- Longline 
r and/or Trawl Line 
~~ [' Note: (1) Inshore here includes all boats under 25 gross tons plus all 
i: longl iners over 25 gross tons. 
F 
t L Source: Appendix 17 
r. 
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APPENDIX 1Lf 
(1) 

PERCENTAGE OF MONTHLY INSHORE COD LANDINGS TAKEN BY TYPE OF GEAR, 

ICNAF DIVISIONS, 3K, 3L, 3Ps, 3Pn AND 4R, 1966 

Total 
Landings Percent :of.- Hon.thl'£ . Catc~ Taken B}! 

Month {'000 1 bs ·l T GN Hl J LL Unknown 

January 1,831 4.1 95.6 0.3 

Fe truary 3,741 1.7 98.3 

March 6' 187 0.5 98.8 0.7 

Apri 1 7.518 17.6 1.0 76.6 4.9 

May 14,473 37.9 17. 1 9.2 28.6 7.2 

June 77,410 48.6 28.2 9.8 1. 7 11.4 0.3 

July 80,885 40.0 40.lf 6.7 2.3 10.4 o. 1 

August 45' 164 3.3 46.3 24.6 2.5 22.5 0.7 

September 29,237 0.4 27.2 19.4 2.4 49.7 0.9 

October 16,385 16.0 6.4 7.3 68.0 2.3 

November 7,841 9.7 0.6 70.8 18.9 

December 2,452 2.2 35.8 62. 1 

Totals 2~~' 124 26.3 ~0-~ 10.6 2.6 2z.6 2.0 

T- Cod Trap, GN- Gill Net, HL- Handline, J- Jiggers, ll- longline and/or Trawl Line. 

Note: (1) Inshore here includes all boats under 25 gross tons plus all 
longliners over 25 gross tons. 

Source: Appendix 17 
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;· (1) 
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MONTHLY INSHORE COD LANDINGS, BY TYPE OF GEAR, 
.. ,. 

ICNAF DIVISIONS, 3K, 3L, 3Ps, 3Pn, AND 4R, 1964 

(Quantities in 'OOO I bs.) 
i ~ ! 

' Amount Taken B;t 
r . 

MONTH t: TOTAL T GN Hl J LL Unknown 
:· .· 

(::. January 1 ,850 4 1,816 :· .. 30 
' r' February 5,443 , ... 82 5.338 23 
~-. : 
r · 
(, : 
•:-. 
I ' 
t' ' 

March 5.350 108 36 5,186 20 

~~ Apri I 7,047 182 146 6,368 351 
f: 
f May 8,231 29 3.378 581 4,243 
; -. 
; ··· 

I June 75.713 45' 147 15,030 5,621 3,408 6,507 
t ; 

July 138,208 84,728 32,282 5.835 4,663 10,700 

August 65,963 10,105 23.522 10 .341-f 3 '147 18,845 

September 35.220 217 8,287 6,018 1,099 19,599 

October 20,515 2,860 1,344 212 16,099 

November 4,320 154 150 33 3,983 

Decembe1· 1,636 8 16 31 1,472 109 

Totals ~6~,4~6 140,226 85 ,8'11 29,328 1~,442 100' 156 ~33 

T- Cod Trap- GN- Gill Net, HL- Handline, J- Jiggers, LL- Longline.and/or Tra\'11 l• ne. 

Note: (1) Inshore here includes all boats under 25 gross tons plus all 
tongiiners over 25 gross tons. 

Source: Canada Department of Fisheries, Economics Branch, 
St. John's, Nfld. 

---------. -- ·- ········ ·· ·-··· ·-·-· 
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(1) 

f10NTHLY INSHORE COD LANDINGS, BY TYPE OF GEAR, 

ICNAF DIVISIONS ~K, 3l, 3Ps, ~P·n AND 4R, 1~65 

(quantities in •ooo lbs.) 

Tota J landings Taken B~ Month landings T GN Hl J ll Unknown 
January T ,834 34 42 1,646 112 

February 6,148 ~~... l9l 5.832 91 .,. 

March 6,328 165 6,055 108 
Apri I 6,196 139 28 28 5,045 596 
May 11,969 984 4,379 49 36 5,589 932 
June 62,523 37,029 13,739 4,418 2,096 5,241 

July 104,597 52,200 33,519 6,667 2,967 9,244 

August 46,799 7,497 17,209 6,453 2,539 13,101 

September 31 ,sao 9,283 5,234 950 16,113 

October 13,417 2,117 694 73 10,533 
-· 80 4,218 684 November 5' 107 75 50 

December 2,359 270 1,217 872 

Totals 298,857 9Z,z10 80,460 23,661 9,437 84z 1~4 ~.392 

T- Cod Trap, GN -Gill Net, Hl- Handline, J- Jiggers, Ll- Longline an~/or 
Trawl L1ne. 

Note: (1) Inshore here includes all boats under 25 gross tons plus all 
Jongliners over 25 gross tons. 

Soyrce: I btd-;-
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APP-E-NO+X--~ 
(1) 

INSHORE COO lANDINGS BY TYPE OF GEAR, BY MONTH, 

ICNAF DIVISIONS, 3K, 3L, 3Ps, 3Pn AND 4R, 1966 
(quantities in 1000 1 bs .) 

Total L~cdiD9~ Taken B~ 
Month landings T GN Hl J ll Unknown 

January 1,831 75 1 '751 5 

February 3,741 62 4,950 

March 6,187 31 6' 113 43 

April 7,518 1,312 73 5,758 375 

May 14,473 5,487 2,468 1,337 4,142 1,039 

June ]7,410 37,630 21,852 7,609 1,282 8,832 205 

July 80,885 32,389 32,665 5,423 1,890 8,399 119 

August 45,164 1 ,511 20,935 11,131 1,109 10,144 334 

September 29,23~ 104 7,961 s,663 711 14' 522 276 

October 16,385 2,617 1,052 1,202 11,136 378 

November : 7,841 762 44 5,554 1,481 

December 2,452 53 877 1,522 

Totals 293' 124 77,121 ~0,625 30,995 7,6~9 80,907 5,777 

T- Cod Trap, Gn- Gt11 Net, HL- Handline, J- Jiggers, ll -~ongline 

and/or Trawl line. 

Note: (1) Inshore here includes all boats under 25 gross tons plus all 
lor.gliners over 25 gross tons. 

Source : Ibid. 
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APPENDIX 18 
(1) 

INSHORE COD LANDINGS BY TYPE OF GEAR, BY MONTH, 

ICNAF DIVISIONS, 3K, 3L, 3Ps, 3Pn AND 4R, 1964-1966 AVERAGES 

{quantities in •ooo 1 bs .) 

Amount Taken By 
Month Tota 1 T GN HL J ll 

January 1,838 11 40 1,738 

February 5,111 11 112 4,950 

March 5,955 36 77 5,785 

April 6,920 544 34 58 5,844 

May 11,556 2 '166 3,408 16 651 4,658 

June 71 ,881 39,935 16,874 5,882 2,262 6,860 

July 107,897 56,439 32,822 5,975 3 '173 9,448 

August 52,641 6,371 20,555 9,309 2,265 14,030 

September 32,012 107 8,510 5,638 920 16,745 

October 16,772 2,531 1,030 496 12,589 

November 5,756 330 81 38 4,585 

December ._,2, 148 20 5 100 1 '189 

Totals 320,487 105,018 85,630 27,992 10 '192 88,421 

T- Cod Trap, GN -Gill Net, HL- Handline, J- Jiggers, ll- longline 
and/or Trawl line • 

Note: (1) 1 nshore here inc 1 udes a 11 boats under 25 gross tons P 1 us all 
longliners over 25 gross tons. 

~ Source: Appendices 15, 16, and 17. 

i' 
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Unknown 

49 

38 

57 

440 

657 

68 

40 

111 

92 

126 

722 

834 

3,234-
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APPENDIX 19 

COMPARISON OF ACTUAL FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE WITH A PROJECTED 

BREAKEVEN PERFORMANCE FOR NE\4FOUND LAND 130 FOOT SIDE TRA\~LERS 

Actua 1 (1) 

Annua 1 Landings ( 1 bs.) 5,310,780 

Average Revenue (¢) 3.07 

Total Revenue ($) 163,189 

Average Variable Cost (¢) 2.97 
(2) 

Total Variable Cost ($) 157,898 
. (3) 

Fixed Expenses and Depreciation ($) 37,406 

Return to Capital ($) -32,115 

Breakeven 

7,270,000 

3.75 

252,600 

2.75 

168,400 

37,400 

35,300(4) 

Notes: (1) Based on 1966 and 1967 data contained In 11Costs and Earnings of 
Selected Fishing Enterprises, Newfoundland, 11 see source be lo~1. 

Source: 

(2) Variable cost is taken as Maintenance and Repair and other 
operating Expenditures plus payments to crew. 

(3) Taken at actua J leve 1. 

(4) Taken as 7 per cent of total capital invested, therefore, 
includes subsidy payments. 

Proskte, J., Costs and Earnin s of Selected Fishfn Vessels, 
Preliminary Reports, 196 and 1967, Department of Fisheries 
of Canada, Ottawa. 



APPENDIX 20 

COMPARISON OF ACTUAL AND PROJECTED BREAKEVEN OPERATING EFFICIENCY 

OF NEWFOUND LAND 130 FOOT SIDE TRA~/LERS 

Annual Landings (lbs.) 

Number of Trips 

Landings per Trip (lbs.) 

Number of Days at Sea(Z) 

Catch per Day at Sea (lbs.) 

Number of Days Fished(3) 

Catch per Day Ftshed (lbs.) 

Number of Hours Fished(
4

) 

Catch per Hour Fished (Jbs.) 

Days at Sea per Trip 

Days Fished per Trip 

Hours Fished per Day at Sea 

Hours F~shed per Day Fished 

Actual 

5,310,780 

26.5 

200,407 

253.5 

20,950 

182.5 

29' 100 

2,413 

2,201 

9.57 

6.89 

9.51 

13.22 

(1) 
Breakeven 

7,270,000 

29 

250,690 

290 (5) 

25,069 

232 (5) 

31,336 

4 ,45!~ (5) 

1,632 

10 

8 

15 

19 

Notes: (1) Based on 1966 and 1967 data contained in 
11
Costs and Earnings of 

Selected Fishing Enterprises, Newfound1and.
11 

Source: 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

From date sailed to date landed. 

Days in which catching operations take place, could be 
different from days on grounds if vessel must heave to 
because of stormy weather. 

Hours in which catching operations take place • 

Calculated at ''80 per cent availabi tity level". 

Ibid. 
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APPENDIX 21 

SPECIES LANDED IN 1966 AND 1967 BY NEWFOUNDLAND 130 FOOT SIDE TRAWLERS 

WITH AVERAGE PRICE HIGHER THAN PROJECTED BREAKEVEN AVERAGE REVENUE 

Species, Size & Form 

Cod, unsized, round 

Cod, unsized, gutted head on 

Haddock, unsized, gutted head on 

Haddock, large, gutted head on 

Haddock, jumbo, gutted head on 

Haddock, medium, gutted head on 

Haddock, small, gutted head on 

Ha 1 i but, unsized, gutted head off 

Ha 1 i but, unsized, gutted head on 

Turbot, unsized, gutted head on 

Turbot, unsized, round 

Greysote, unsized, round 

Flounders, unsized, gutted head on 

Weighted Average of All these Species 

5.10 

5.85 

6.00 

4.00 

4.71 

15.80 

17.95 

4.27 

er Pound 
1967 
3.75 

3.96 

4.59 

6.00 

4.00 

17.85 

17.91 

4.00 

4.00 

3.82 

4.17 

,, ns:! 
-r•v"" 

66 1 landed a trip in Nova Scotia, these prices 
Note: (1) In 19 one traw er 

are not# 1 is ted. 

Source: Ibid • 
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APPENDIX 22 

COMPARISON OF ACTUAL FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE WITH A PROJECTED 

BREAKEVEN PERFORMANCE FOR NEWFOUNDLAND 148 FOOT STERN TRAWLERS 

Actual Breakeven 

Annua 1 Landings (lbs.) 4,976,179 10 ,46L~, 000 

Average Revenue ( ¢)_ 3.50 4.25 

Total Revenue ($) 17L~, 188 441f,]20 

Average Variable Cost (¢) 3.56 3.00 
(2) 

Total Variable Cost ($) 177,329 313,920 
(3) 

Fixed Expenses and Depreciation ($) 63,319 63,300 

Return to Capital ($) -66,460 67,500 (L~) 

Notes (1) Based on 1966 and 1967 data contained in •tosts and Earnings 
of Selected Fishing Enterprises, Newfoundland.u 

(2) Variable cost is taken as Maintenance and Repair and other 
operating Expenditures plus payments . to crew, 

(3) ·Taken at actual level. 

(I~) Taken as 7 per cent of total capital invested, therefore, 
includes subsidy payments. 

Source: Ibid, 
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APPENDIX 23 

COMPARISON OF ACTUAL AND A: PROJECTED BREAKEVEN 

OPERATING EFFICIENCY OF NFLD. 1L~8 FOOT STERN TRAWLERS 

Annual Landings (lbs.) 

1 
Actual 

4,976,179 
Breakeven 

10,464,000 

Number of Trips 

landings per Trip (lbs.) 
(2) 

Number of Days at Sea 

Catch per Day at Sea (lbs.) 
(3) 

Number of Days Fished 

Catch per Day Fished (lbs.) 
(4) 

Number of Hours Fished 

Catch per Hour Fished (lbs.) 

Days at Sea per Trip 

Days Fished per Trip 

Hours Fished per Day at Sea 

Hours Fished per Day Fished 

21 

190 

26,190 

144 

34,557 

2,137 

2,329 

9.05 

6.86 

11.25 

14.84 

Notes (1) Based on 1967 data contained in 'tosts and Earnings of 
Selected Fishing Enterprises, Newfoundland''. 

(2) From date sailed to date landed. 

(3) Days in which catching operations take place. 
Could be different from days on grounds if vessel 
must heave to because of stormy weather. 

(4) Hours in which catching operations take place. 

(5) Calculated at 1180 per cent availability level". 

29 

360,828 
(5) 

290 

36,083 
(5) 

232 

45,104 

4,454 (5} 

2,349 

10 

8 

15 

19 

• : Source: Ibid, 1967 Report 
. • ~' I 
- ! 

i ., . 
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APPENDIX 24 

SPECIES LANDED IN 1967 BY NEWFOUNDLAND 1Lf8 FOOT STERN TRAHLERS 

WHICH HERE PRICED HIGHER THAN THE PROJECTED BREAKEVEN AVERAGE REVENUE 

Species, Size and Form 

Cod, market, gutted head on 

Cod, steak, gutted head on 

Halibut, unsized, gutted head on 

Halibut, unsized, gutted head on 

Halibut, snapper, gutted head off 

Halibut, chicken, gutted head off 

Flounders, unsized, gutted head on 

Weighed Average of these Prices 

Source: Ibid, 1967 Report 

..... · ..... 

1967 Price per Pound 
( ¢) 
4.25 

4.50 

15.00 

15.01 

17.00 

20.00 

4.25 

4.39 










